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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND 
Since 1853, when George Bissel first visited an oil spring in western Pennsylvania, this 
liquid energy source has played a major role in modern history.  Even though global 
petroleum production has grown since 1946 [18],  human society has never been as 
thirsty for petroleum as today.  Related issues such as national security, health risks 
and climatic change have also never been more daunting to solve.  Although in the 
coming 30 years, as seen in Figure 1, the share of domestic energy provided by 
petroleum and other liquid fuels is projected to fall from 36% in 2011 to 32% in 2040, it 
is highly likely that petroleum will remain a primary source of energy for decades to 
come. 
 
As shown in Figure 2 (a), according to the Department of Energy (DOE), although the 
total consumption of petroleum and other liquids is expected to peak at 19.8 million 
barrels per day in 2019 and fall to 18.9 million barrels per day in 2040, the 
transportation sector still accounts for the largest share of total liquid fuel consumption 
Figure 1. (a) World petroleum and other liquids supply in three cases, 1990-2040 (million barrels 
per day) [7]; (b) Primary energy use by fuel, 1980-2040 (quadrillion Btu) [13]. 
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throughout the projection (72% in 2012 and 68% in 2040).  While many efforts have 
been made to find alternatives, the National Research Council (NRC) expects that 
“There seems to be little doubt that, regardless of the success of any pathways 
discussed, the internal combustion engine (ICE) will be the dominant primary mover in 
transportation sector for many years, probably decades.” [19].  A reduction in petroleum 
consumption is therefore largely dependent on increasing ICE efficiency. 
 
Figure 3 (a) shows projections of U.S. petroleum and other liquid transportation fuels 
consumption for three regulatory scenarios to the year 2040.  Figure 3 (b) shows the 
average gas mileage of new light-duty vehicles (LDV) following the incorporation of 
CAFE standards enacted in 2011.  Assuming the CAFE standards recently finalized by 
EPA and NHTSA for MY 2017 through 2025 are extended through 2040 with an 4.1-
percent annual average increase in fuel economy, the Extended Policies case differs 
from the Reference and No Sunset cases in assuming an average annual increase of 
1.4 percent. 
Figure 2. (a) Consumption of petroleum and other liquids be sector, 1990-2040 (million barrels 
per day) [3]; (b) Primary energy use by end-use sector, 2011-2040 (quadrillion Btu) [11] 
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The stringent fuel efficiency standards for LDVs will require a fleet average 49 mpg in 
2025, in addition to regulations requiring the increased use of ethanol.  This 
combination will result in a decline in motor gasoline consumption as shown in Figure 4 
(a).  Since the high efficiency of the diesel engine offers a means of achieving better 
fuel economy without having to change the transmission and driveline system, greater 
use of this type of engine is expected in the future.  An increase in diesel consumption 
for LDVs is estimated throughout 2040 (Figure 4 b). 
 
Figure 4. (a) Transportation energy consumption by fuel, 1900-2040 (quadrillion Btu) [2]; (b) U.S. 
motor gasoline and diesel fuel consumption, 2000-2040 (million barrels per day) [14]. 
Figure 3. (a) Consumption of petroleum and other liquids for transportation in three cases, 2005-
2040 (million barrels per day) [8]; (b)  Average fuel economy of new light-duty vehicles, 
1980-2040 (miles per gallon, CAFE compliance values) [16]. 
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The challenge for the diesel engine, however, is to simultaneously meet ever more 
stringent emission and fuel economy standards (Figure 5).  By 2025, proposed emission 
standards (Tier 3) for nitrogen oxides (NOx) is reduced to 30 mg/mile, while those for 
particular matter (PM) are reduced to 3 mg/mile for light-duty vehicles, trucks and 
motorcycles.  Achieving such standards will require a fundamental understanding of 
advanced diesel combustion (compression ignition combustion). 
 
Figure 6 shows a soot and NOx production map as a function of equivalence ratio and 
combustion temperature.  This map is generated by a 1-D homogeneous reactor 
combustion simulation with an n-Heptane detailed mechanism and a constant pressure 
of 60 bar.  The blue line indicates the adiabatic flame temperature under 21% ambient 
oxygen concentration conditions.  Since the adiabatic flame temperature is an ideal 
case representing a theoretical maximum, combustion will always result in a flame 
temperature to the left side of this curve.  This map shows that NOx production favors 
high temperature zones whose combustion temperature is beyond 2200K at the 
Figure 5. Evolution of EPA Light-Duty Vehicles and Trucks and Motorcycles Emission Standards
[6] 
2007 Tier 2 
2025 Tier 3 
2000 Tier 1 
1992 Tier 0 
Evolution of EPA Light-Duty Vehicles and 
Trucks and Motorcycles Emission Standards 
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stoichiometric condition, while soot production favors high equivalence ratio (>2) zones 
within a specific temperature window. 
 
Low-Temperature Combustion (LTC) modes of operation for compression ignition 
engines are therefore attractive for their potential to achieve high thermal efficiencies 
while maintaining low NOx and PM (soot) emissions below levels requiring costly after-
treatment system.  Various strategies being developed include homogeneous charge 
compression ignition (HCCI) [20-30], reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) 
[31-35] and partially premixed combustion (PPC) [36-48].  By burning a dilute and 
largely premixed charge, local equivalence ratios are maintained sufficiently lean and at 
sufficiently low temperatures to simultaneously avoid NOx and soot formation.  The 
lower temperatures reduce heat transfer losses and increase thermodynamic efficiency 
through higher specific heat ratio, providing a benefit to overall thermal efficiency.  
Engines operated in HCCI mode typically form a homogeneous mixture external to the 
cylinder that subsequent to induction is then compressed until autoignition.  The RCCI 
Figure 6. Soot and NOx production zones as a function of temperature and equivalence ratio.  
The yield is obtained from a homogeneous reactor simulation of a reacting n-Heptane / 
air mixture at 2.0 msec, at a pressure of 60 bar.  The adiabatic gas temperature is 
shown by the turquoise line at 21% ambient oxygen concentration. [9] 
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concept utilizes two fuels of different reactivity.  The fuel with the lower reactivity, often 
gasoline or ethanol, is introduced in the intake port.  Due to its high autoignition 
resistance, the fuel mixes during induction and compression and without igniting forms 
the dilute and homogeneous charge.  The second, more reactive fuel, such as a diesel, 
is then introduced via a controlled injection near top dead center (TDC), which auto 
ignites the entire charge.  In the PPC mode, to achieve significant NOx and soot 
reduction, aggressive EGR is used to decrease local combustion temperature [36-41, 
43, 49], or without EGR, an early fuel injection strategy is implemented to provide ample 
premixing time to create a lean mixture with sufficient dilution to lower combustion 
temperatures [38].  Moreover, high swirl [36], high injection pressure [36, 38, 39, 41], 
narrow spray angle injection [38], low compression ratio [36, 39, 40] and multiple 
injections [37, 39, 43] have also been suggested to promote fuel-air premixing.  
However, simultaneous reduction of NOx and soot emissions incurs a penalty in both 
UHC and CO emissions and fuel economy.  All LTC modes face challenges in 
controlling the kinetically-driven autoignition process over appreciable load ranges, and 
generally make extensive use of negative valve overlap and EGR to manipulate 
pressure rise rates, combustion duration and phasing.  A fundamental understanding of 
any of the LTC modes is therefore dependent upon knowledge of the temperature 
parameter throughout the combustion process. 
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Chapter 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The development of advanced diesel engines that meet anticipated emission and fuel 
economy standards (Figure 3 (b)) requires a deeper understanding of the various LTC 
modes.  Since combustion temperature is a crucial variable for soot and NOx 
emissions, it is very important to have the capability to quantify this parameter in-
cylinder. 
2.1 Optical Diagnostic Techniques for Flame Temperature Measurement 
Optical diagnostic techniques such as -- Rayleigh scattering [50, 51], filtered Raman 
scattering (Doppler) [52], Raman scattering [50, 53], coherent anti-stokes raman 
spectroscopy (CARS) [54, 55], vibrational thermally-assisted fluorescence [50, 56-58], 
two-line atomic fluorescence [50, 57, 59-61], two-line molecular fluorescence [50, 59, 
62], chemiluminescence emission [59], absorption thermometry [59] and soot two-color 
thermometry [63, 64] -- commonly provide the sole means of non-intrusively 
investigating flame temperature.  However, significant challenges presented by diesel 
combustion, such as temporal and spatial flame heterogeneity, interference from 
particle-scattering, background combustion luminosity, and the limitations imposed by 
laser repetition rates hinder the utilization of most of these diagnostics.  The final 
technique, soot two-color thermometry, is less affected by the above factors, and 
therefore, has been widely utilized in diesel engine studies [64-72]. 
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2.2 Literature Review of Soot Two-Color Thermometry 
2.2.1 Classic Soot Two-Color Thermometry 
The classic two-color method theory [73] is based on the assumption that soot radiation 
,sootE λ  can be modeled by black body radiation ,bE λ  weighed by a soot emissivity model 
,KLλε : 
Equation 1 
λ λ λ λε ε
λ λλ λ
= ⋅ = ⋅ =
      
− −      
      
1 1
, , , ,
5 52 2exp 1 exp 1
soot KL b KL
soot a
C CE E
C C
T T
 
Where: 
pi= = ×2 81 02 3.742 10C hc
 
µ⋅ 4 2/W m m
  
= = × 42 0 / 1.439 10C hc k µ ⋅m K
 
aT  is apparent temperature as if the radiating object is an ideal black body. 
A soot emissivity model (Equation 2) was proposed by Hottel and Broughton [74] in 
1932, which assumes soot clouds are uniform radiating media along the path length. 
Equation 2 
λ αε λ
 
= − − 
 
,
1 expKL
KL
 
Where: 
K is a function of soot optical properties, and is proportional to the soot volume fraction. 
L
 is path length of the radiating media. 
α is an empirical constant of optical properties of soot in flame.  The choice of a suitable 
value for this parameter will be discussed in a later section. 
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The substitution of Equation 2 into Equation 1 leads to an expression of KL . 
Equation 3 
α λλ
λ
  
−  
  = − −
  
−  
  
2
2
exp 1
ln 1
exp 1
soot
a
C
T
KL C
T
 
By sampling soot radiation as two discrete wavelengths λ1  and λ2 , the unknown 
product KL  can be eliminated by rewriting the above equation for two specific 
wavelengths, under the assumption that KL  is the same for both wave bands. 
Equation 4 
α αλ λλ λ
λ λ
      
− −      
      
− − = − −
      
− −      
      
1 2
2 2
1 2
1 2
2 2
1 1 2 2
exp 1 exp 1
ln 1 ln 1
exp 1 exp 1
soot soot
a a
C C
T T
C C
T T
 
Soot temperature sootT  can then be solved implicitly, and the back substitution of soot 
temperature sootT  yields the product KL . 
2.2.2 Determination of α 
The first proposed soot emissivity model in the literature is found in Hottel and 
Broughton’s work.  The objective was to assist the design of luminous-flame furnaces 
with measured true flame temperature and emissivity. 
An independent optical thermometry setup was implemented to measure true flame 
temperature:  A pyrometer was focused on a controllable radiator (tungsten strip lamp) 
through a number of luminous flames of controlled thickness and constant temperature 
along the line of sight.  When sighted through flames, the radiator temperature was 
increased until its attenuated radiation was the same as the un-attenuated radiation 
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without flames.  The adjusted temperature of the radiator was then the true flame 
temperature. 
In Hottel and Broughton’s work, Equation 1 was simplified as: 
Equation 5 
1 1
,
5 52 2exp exp
KL
soot a
C C
C C
T T
λε
λ λλ λ
⋅ =
   
   
   
 
Since the measurements were taken through a number of identical flames of constant 
temperature and known thickness, a soot emissivity model was written as: 
Equation 6 
,
1 expKL
nKL
λ αε λ
 
= − − 
 
 where n  is the flame number. 
Equation 5 can then be written as: 
Equation 7 
2
1 1 log 1 exp
a soot
nKL
T T C α
λ
λ
  
− = − −
−    
 
With measurements performed at one wavelength 1λ , Equation 7 can be written twice 
for two different values of n , where sootT  and 
1
KL
αλ  are unknown variables. 
Equation 7 was re-formulated as: 
Equation 8 
12
111
log log 1 exp log logsoot a
soot a
T T KLC
nT T αλλ
   −    
− − = +      ×        
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Since sootT  was measured independently by an optical pyrometer, the value of 
1
log KLαλ
 
 
 
 
was obtained by fitting a straight line (shown in Equation 8) with unit slope.  With the 
same procedure performed at a different wavelength 2λ , 
2
log KLαλ
 
 
 
 was found.  
Because the following equation holds, α could be derived with known 1λ  and 2λ . 
Equation 9 
2
1 2 1
log log logKL KLα α
λ
αλ λ λ
    
− =     
     
 
Measurements were done on stearin soot and gas soot with various thickness, α was 
found to be 1.39 for visible wavelength λ<800 nm, and α=0.95 for infrared wavelength 
λ>800 nm. 
A detailed summary of α values is shown in Table 1 which includes early studies 
categorized by Ladommatos and Zhao [73] and more recent applications after 1980s. 
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Table 1. Compilation of is empirical constant α in the Hottel and Broughton correlation for soot 
emissivity. 
Value of Parameter α 
Reference Visible 
Wavelengths 
Infrared Wavelengths Fuel or Flame Type 
1.39 0.95 (λ>0.8 µm) Steady Luminous  Hottel & Broughton [74] 
1.38 0.91-0.97 (λ=2-4 µm) Diesel engine soot Matsui et al [75] 
1.39 - Diesel engine soot Yan & Borman [76] 
- 0.94-0.96 (λ> 0.8 µm) - Liebert & Hibbard [77] 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
0.89, 1.04 (λ=1-7 µm) 
0.77 
0.94, 0.95 
0.93 
0.96, 1.14, 1.25 
1.06 
1.00 
α=0.91+0.28*ln(λ) 
Amyl acetate 
Avtur kerosene 
Benzine 
Candle 
Furnace samples 
Petrotherm 
Propane 
Various fuels 
Siddall & McGrath [78] 
1.43 
1.39 
1.29 
1.23 
1.14 
0.66-0.75 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Acetone 
Amyl acetate 
Coal gas / air 
Benzine 
Nitrocellulose 
Acetylene / air 
Rossler & Behrens [79] 
α=1.22-0.245*ln(λ[µm]) - Musculus [72] 
1.38 - Diesel soot Kamimoto [80] 
This work implements α proposed by Musculus as shown in Equation 10, because it fits 
the deposited diesel soot data of Matsui et al. [75] relatively well, and is also consistent 
with Hottel and Broughton’s recommendations [72]. 
Equation 10 
( )1.22 0.245ln [ ]mα λ µ= −
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2.3 Applications of Soot Two-Color Thermometry 
The earliest soot two-color thermometry applied to the DI engine application traced back 
to 1946 [81].  With various implementations over half a century, soot two-color 
thermometry is clearly the in-cylinder diagnostic tool which is most accessible to engine 
research groups. 
The following section covers a brief review of most soot two-color thermometry 
implementations beginning with an explanation of Equation 11: the signal from an 
optical detector viewing a radiating soot cloud is described as [72, 82]: 
Equation 11 
( ) ( )
, ,
( ) ,,Det soot bb soot
A
S H I dAd dTKL λ
λ
λ ε λλλ Ω
Ω
= Ω∫ ∫ ∫  
Where S  is the signal from the detector, ( )DetH λ  is the detector transfer function, sootε  
is the soot emissivity, 
, ,bbIλ Ω  is the blackbody specular, spectral intensity, A  is the area 
of the soot cloud within the field of view of the detector, Ω  is the solid angle subtended 
by the active area of the detector, and λ  is the wavelength of soot emission. 
In most two-color thermometry implementations, soot radiation is sampled at discrete 
wavelength through narrow bandpass filters [69, 71, 83-92].  The transmissivity of 
narrow-band filters are included in the detector transfer function ( )DetH λ .  If single-point 
detectors, such as photo multiplier tubes [68] or photodiodes [72] are used, the 
detecting area is quite small compared to its distance from the soot cloud.  Therefore, 
, ,bbIλ Ω  is considered constant over Ω , and the effect of detector size through Ω  can be 
folded into a calibration coefficient Cλ .  Equation 11 is simplified to a monochromatic 
expression at filter central wavelength λ : 
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Equation 12 
( ) ( )
, ,
( ) ( ) ,,Det soot bb soot
A
S C H I dATKLλ λλ λ ε λλ Ω= ∫  
Since the 1980’s, two-dimensional soot two-color thermometry became commonly used 
in DI engine research.  At first, this method was implemented on high-speed movie and 
TV cameras.  Negative-color films [66, 70, 93-101] were used to realize wavelength 
separation while taking two frames with a single exposure.  This technique was soon 
replaced by imaging with digital cameras.  Single shot frames were captured with two 
monochromatic CCD cameras or image splitting and filtering optics [69-71, 83-92, 100].  
In this case, the solid angle Ω  and soot cloud area A  can be folded into a calibration 
coefficient Cλ  and Equation 11 is simplified as: 
Equation 13 
( ) ( )
, ,
( ) ( ) ,,Det soot bb sootS C H I TKLλ λλ λ ε λλ Ω=  
However, complex optics alignment remains a main issue for this implementation. 
Recently, a novel approach has been introduced by Larsson [102] and explained in 
detail by Svensson et al. [103] to a digital color camera for soot two-color 
measurements.  The wide-band RGB mask was utilized for wavelength separation.  
This technique avoids the errors induced by misaligning frames taken by two cameras 
and the need for complex optics is eliminated.  In Equation 11 for this case, the detector 
transfer function det ( )H λ , the effect of detector size through Ω  and soot cloud area A  
are all folded into a wavelength-dependent coefficient λQ , which is known as the optical 
system response.  Therefore, the signal from the CCD array viewing a radiating soot 
cloud for each color channel is described as: 
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Equation 14 
( ) ( )
, ,
,,soot bb sootS Q I dTKLλ λ
λ
ε λλλ Ω= ∫  
Two-color imaging equipment such as the AVL 513D Engine Videoscope [104] and AVL 
VisioScope system [105] are also commercially available for engine combustion 
research.  However, in-cylinder soot investigations are limited by their spatial or 
temporal resolution, respectively. 
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Chapter 3. IMPLEMENTATION OF TWO-COLOR METHOD ON A 
HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL COLOR CAMERA 
The available visible range digital color camera Vision Research v7.3 (800×600 pixels, 
14-bit image depth, and 6688 fps full resolution up to 190,000 fps with reduced 
resolution) used in this work has sufficient temporal resolution to gather crank-resolved 
data.  There exists a wide-band color filter array deposited on the CMOS chip, where 
the different color filters (Red, Blue, Green) are arranged over the focal plane array in a 
checkered, Bayer pattern (Figure 7). 
 
To obtain a full-color image from a Bayer filter pattern, many demosaicing algorithms 
may be used to interpolate a set of complete RGB values for each pixel [106].  Because 
the camera control software contains a proprietary embedded color demosaicing 
algorithm of unknown behavior, in-house software was developed to control the camera, 
by-pass this unknown function, and allow the direct sampling of the raw pixel data from 
the camera’s RAM memory.  Linear interpolation is then applied to obtain three color 
contents for each pixel with a MATLAB (R2009a) subroutine. 
Incoming light 
Filter layer 
Sensor array 
Resulting pattern 
Figure 7. Color filter array on CMOS chip of camera (Bayer pattern) [1] 
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From Figure 8(a), to interpolate the red color component for blue-filtered pixels, four 
adjacent red pixels are considered: 
Equation 15 
1( , ) ( 1, 1) ( 1, 1)
4B
R i j R i j R i j= ± + + ± −∑  
To interpolate a red component for a green-filtered pixel, from Figure 8(b) and Figure 
8(c), two adjacent red pixels are considered: 
Equation 16 
1( , ) ( , 1)
2G
R i j R i j= ±∑  
Or 
Equation 17 
1( , ) ( 1, )
2G
R i j R i j= ±∑  
To interpolate the green component for either the red- or blue-filtered pixels, the counts 
on the four surrounding green pixels are as in Figure 8(d): 
Equation 18 
1( , ) ( , 1) ( 1, )
4BorR
G i j G i j G i j= ± + ±∑  
Apart from the frame edge, the blue pixel pattern is the same as for the red and the 
same interpolation method is applied for both the blue and red. 
Figure 8. Bayer Filter Demosaicing Algorithm 
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Equation 19 
1( , ) ( 1, 1) ( 1, 1)
4R
B i j B i j B i j= ± + + ± −∑  
Equation 20 
1( , ) ( , 1)
2G
B i j B i j= ±∑  
Or 
Equation 21 
1( , ) ( 1, )
2G
B i j B i j= ±∑  
For a given pixel of a particular color, the pixel count is proportional to the emission of 
the soot cloud incident to the CMOS sensor array, weighed by the optical system 
response coefficient, Qλ , along the optical path, integrated over the wavelength range 
of the instrument.  For each color channel, Equation 1 then has to be rewritten as an 
integral over the (wavelength) band of the respective filter, and weighed by the quantum 
efficiency or relative responsivity of the lens/filter/camera optical train: 
Equation 22 
1 1
5 52 2
1 exp
exp 1 exp 1
a soot
C Q C QKLd d
C C
T T
λ λ
α
λ λ
λ λ
λλ λλ λ
∆ ∆
⋅ ⋅  
= − ⋅−          
− −      
      
∫ ∫
 
Where aT  is calibrated against a black body calibration source (M330, MIKRON) with 
controlled temperature up to 1973 K. 
λQ  is the optical system response of the digital color camera. 
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The wavelength-dependent, optical system response coefficient, λQ , for each color is 
an important step for implementation of the two-color method on a digital camera with 
wide-band Bayer filters.  This coefficient accounts for the quantum efficiency of the 
CMOS sensor array and transmissivity of the optical path.  Components of this path 
include the engine piston window, ambient environment, mirror, camera lenses and 
Bayer filter.  In its measurement, a spectrometer (Acton Research SpectraPro-2150i, 
150mm focal length, aperture ratio of f/4, 300 groove/mm grating) is configured as a 
monochromator with 150 µm-wide entrance and exit slits.  A low-power detector 
(Newport model 918D-UV-OD3) and quartzline halogen lamp (GE, 120V 250W) are 
used to establish the wavelength-dependent intensity produced by this steady radiation 
source. 
Figure 9. Overview of measuring optical system response for each color channel
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The low-power detector was attached to the exit slit of the spectrometer and sealed to 
avoid light leakage.  With the spectrometer focused on the halogen source, a 
wavelength scan was performed in 10nm intervals covering the range between 350nm 
and 750nm randomly while simultaneous power measurements were taken.  To account 
for background power levels incident to the meter, a second wavelength scan was 
performed with the lens of the spectrometer covered.  Figure 9 shows the normalized 
spectral distribution of the halogen source emission as seen at the exit slit of the 
monochromator, corrected for the wavelength-dependent responsivity of the power 
meter detector. 
With the lenses of the spectrometer uncovered, the high-speed digital camera was 
aligned to the exit slit of the spectrometer at a focal distance equal to its distance from 
the engine during experiments.  For each randomly scanned wavelength, ten repetitive 
frames were taken of the exit slit with exposure times from 2µs to 65µs.  An averaged 
frame is derived by compensating for the linear effect of exposure time.  Upon 
application of the linear demosaicing algorithm, considering the pixels within the slit 
image area, (216 pixels), and using the spectral source distribution determined above, 
the optical system response for each color is shown in Figure 9, normalized by the 
maximal value of each curve. 
For each pixel, any of two color channels (Equation 22) will yield a pair of equations with 
two unknowns: soot temperature sootT  and the product KL . 
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Since the soot emissivity model has the λ in the denominator (Equation 2), with a fixed 
KL
 value, soot emissivity is higher at shorter wavelength than at longer wavelength.  
Moreover, soot emissivity is more sensitive to KL  value in the shorter wavelength 
region as shown in Figure 10.  Therefore, all possible solutions will be located on the left 
side of the ideal black body curve in the domain of emissive power calculated with 
Equation 22 for the green and red channels of the camera (Figure 11).  However, 
another boundary is defined by the adiabatic gas temperature, restricting the solution 
domain as the region contained within the lines shown in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. Two-color solution region in emissive power domain 
Figure 10. Soot emissivity as function of product KL  and wavelength
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The adiabatic gas temperature boundary is calculated in a single-zone, adiabatic HCCI 
reactor (CHEMKIN Pro v15112) of compression ratio 15, connecting rod length-to-
stroke ratio of 1.65 and inlet temperature and pressure of 310 K and 1 atm.  An n-
Heptane detailed mechanism (Version 3.1 [107]) is used in the model.  With the 
maximum adiabatic gas temperature at Φ=1.06 (Figure 12(a)), crank-angle-resolved 
adiabatic gas temperature (Figure 12(b)) and the ideal black body curve define the 
solution domain for two-color thermometry at each crank angle position. 
 
The apparent temperature observed by the camera is determined through calibration 
against a blackbody source (MIKRON M330) which approximates Planck’s Law to a 
temperature of 1973K.  Placed at the same focal distance from the blackbody source as 
it is from the engine during experiments, the high-speed camera is aligned with the axis 
of the blackbody tube and calibration images are taken over a range of stabilized 
blackbody temperatures and exposure times.  For each combination of stabilized 
blackbody temperature and exposure time, 10 frames were recorded at an aperture 
ratio of f/2.8, and the demosaicing algorithm applied to their averaged raw pixel counts. 
Three color components are thus produced for each pixel.  In a uniform intensity region 
Figure 12. (a) Maximum Adiabatic Gas Temperature v.s. Ф. (b). Crank-angle-resolved adiabatic gas 
temperature with Φ=1.06.
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(7920 pixels) corresponding to the center of the blackbody aperture, average pixel 
counts are calculated for each color. Figure 13 shows the averaged pixel count versus 
blackbody temperature with exposure time of 10 µsec at an aperture ratio of f/2.8. 
 
The curves show that while the blackbody temperature goes up, the average pixel count 
increases exponentially until a saturation level is reached. The red pixels saturate at 
lower temperatures than the pixels of the other two colors because in this temperature 
range (from 1200K to 1750K), the Planck distribution is weighed towards the longer 
wavelength side. 
Below the saturation levels, at a given blackbody temperature, the averaged pixel count 
is proportional to exposure time. Figure 14 shows the linear correlation between 
averaged pixel counts and exposure times at 1410K. 
Figure 13. Averaged pixel count for each color versus blackbody temperature 
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As blackbody calibration source temperature increases, from Figure 15, the coefficient 
of determination (R-square) of a linear fit between averaged pixel counts and exposure 
times tends to one.  This is due to the greater signal-to-noise ratio at the higher 
temperatures. 
 
To reduce computational effort during image processing, two universal surfaces, or 
“look-up” tables, were generated.  These surfaces map the domain of apparent red pixel 
and green pixel temperatures to soot temperature sootT  and KL  surfaces.  These 
surfaces were calculated over a range of equally distributed apparent temperatures 
Figure 15. Goodness of linear fit of averaged pixel counts with various exposure times for each 
color before saturation 
Figure 14. Averaged pixel count for each color versus exposure time 
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(from 1200K to 2000K) for each color.  For each combination of apparent temperatures 
for red and green, an implicit solution of Equation 22, yields sootT  and KL . 
The following contour plots (Figure 16) represent the universal surfaces for soot 
temperature sootT  and KL .  Since in the wavelength range of the camera (400 nm to 
700 nm), soot emissivity is highly sensitive to KL  when this product is less than one 
(Figure 10), this variable is shown on a logarithmic scale, log10( KL ).  The colored 
surface represents the solution space, and apparent temperature pairs elsewhere 
represent a region where no solutions for soot temperature sootT  and KL  exist. 
 
The engine used in this investigation is a single-cylinder, naturally-aspirated, direct-
injection AVL Model 5402 with optical access research engine equipped with a Bosch 
CR CP1 common-rail injection system.  Optical access is provided via a classic 
Bowditch extended piston on top of which is mounted a 20 mm-thick fused-silica 
(quartz) window.  The placement of a mirror inside the extended piston at 45˚ relative to 
the cylinder axis provides an entire view of 40 mm diameter combustion bowl.  
Combustion images were captured through the piston window using the high-speed 
Figure 16. Soot temperature and product KL surfaces in the domain of apparent red and green 
temperatuers
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CMOS digital color camera (Vision Research Phantom v7.3).  Frames were triggered at 
0.5 CAD intervals with exposure time of 10 µsec, and synchronized to the engine 
crankshaft position.  Figure 17 shows the experimental layout with the camera aligned 
with the extended piston axis through a 45˚ mirror. 
The engine was operated at a speed of 1200 RPM, and ultra-low sulfur diesel was 
administered in a single injection per cycle at 400 bar injection pressure.  The estimated 
fuel delivery rate was constant at 6mg/cycle.  The two-color algorithm described above 
was applied to high-speed combustion images recorded under steady engine 
conditions. 
 
A consecutive sequence of frames was taken at 0.5 CAD intervals in one engine cycle.  
These frames, together with the calculated soot temperature and KL distributions are 
shown in Figure 18.  The soot temperatures in the images are represented by color 
according to the color bar shown.  Regions shown in gray signify that two colors of a 
pixel are saturated.  Pixels whose color content resulted in a soot temperature below 
Figure 17. Engine experimental setup [5] 
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1580K, or where the algorithm did not converge to a solution, are shown in black.  The 
method successfully determines soot temperature and KL values for a large majority of 
pixels and frames over the engine cycle, with soot temperature results in a range near 
2000K.  This temperature band corresponds to that where soot formation occurs.  Pixel 
saturation is observed in the later parts of the combustion cycle, where pool burning of 
fuel-wetted walls results in a highly luminous diffusion flame.  Exposure times or 
aperture settings may be reduced to avoid saturating in these localized regions.  
However, such signal attenuation would have the consequence of raising the minimum 
soot detection temperature. 
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Further details of this investigation are presented the publication, “Novel Implementation 
of Two-Color Soot Temperature Measurement in Optical Diesel Engine with High-speed 
CMOS Digital Color Camera” [108]. 
  
Figure 18. Luminous color images of diesel combustion and corresponding soot temperature and 
KL value measurements.  Shown are consecutive frames recorded at 0.5 crank-angle 
intervals at an engine speed of 1200 RPM.  Fuel delivery rate = 6 mg/cycle, exposure 
time=10 µsec 
Combustion Frame Soot Temperature (K) Soot Optical Thickness KL 
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Chapter 4. SOOT EVOLUTION WITH HIGH-SPEED TWO-COLOR 
THERMOMETRY IN AN OPTICALLY-ACCESSIBLE CI 
ENGINE FUELED WITH BIODIESEL BLEND AND ULSD 
Biodiesel is a common name for alkyl monoesters of fatty acids derived from animal fats 
and vegetable oils.  Triglycerides are the main constituents of these oils which cannot 
be used directly in engines due to their high viscosity.  Transesterification is an effective 
method to modify the structure of triglycerides and reduce their viscosity.  Because 
biodiesel is derived from biomass, its use reduces dependence on petroleum and 
reduces net carbon dioxide emissions.  Biodiesel or biodiesel blends with conventional 
diesel fuel have considerable advantages over petroleum-based diesel fuel in reduced 
UHC, CO and PM emissions. 
With respect to non-oxygenated diesel fuels, under heavy loads, PM, CO, and UHC 
emissions have been reported to decrease as the biodiesel fraction is raised [109-119].  
Under low engine loads, both multiple injection schemes and biodiesel addition in the 
baseline fuel were observed to reduce CO and particulate emissions [111, 112].  Under 
both high and low engine loads, the percentage of SOF in the PM increased when 
biodiesel was blended with petroleum-based diesel [110, 112, 116, 120], creating a 
more favorable environment for treatment by a diesel oxidation catalyst.  Additionally, 
biodiesel has excellent lubricity characteristics resulting in small blending amounts 
(around 1-2 percent by volume) bringing even the poorest lubricity diesel fuels into 
compliance with manufacturer-recommended limits [121, 122].  It can be readily 
blended in any proportion with petroleum-based diesel fuel for use in most existing 
modern four-stroke compression ignition engines with few technical adjustments or 
modifications [123]. 
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There are several drawbacks to the use of biodiesel.  First, biodiesel has more 
unsaturated bonds than petroleum-based diesel which hinders its oxidative stability.  
During oxidation, it tends to become acidic and forms insoluble gums and sediments 
which may plug fuel filters [109].  Previous studies show that both oxidized and 
unoxidized biodiesels experienced shorter ignition delays than diesel fuel and had lower 
premixed burned fraction [117].  At the conditions tested, the neat oxidized biodiesel 
has a 0.9° shorter ignition delay than the neat unoxidized biodiesel at standard timing 
and 1400 RPM [124].  Under full loads, the neat soybean oil methyl ester and yellow 
grease methyl ester produced statistically significant reductions in the CO, UHC, and 
smoke emissions compared with #2 diesel fuel [115]. 
A second drawback of biodiesel is that with its high oxygen content [112, 117, 119, 120, 
123, 125-127] (around 10% by mass), neat biodiesel fuels generally have lower heating 
values which result in increased fuel consumption [109, 110, 113, 120, 126].  Third and 
of more concern, a comprehensive analysis of biodiesel impact on exhaust emissions 
by the Environmental Protection Agency shows that NOx emission increases by up to 
10% with the volume fraction of biodiesel in blends with conventional diesel fuel for 
heavy-duty highway engines.  NOx emissions were also reported to increase by 2% 
when 20 vol/vol% soybean-based biodiesel was added to an average base fuel [128].  
However, a contradictory conclusion is reached by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) in their research survey indicating a reduction in NOx emissions 
[129, 130].  Other disadvantages of biodiesel include degraded cold flow performance 
[118, 128] and increased lubricating oil dilution due to fuel impingement on liner 
surfaces [127]. 
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Biodiesel usually has higher density, cetane number, flash point, surface tension, 
kinematic viscosity and bulk modulus, but lower volatility compared with petroleum-
based diesel fuel.  These biodiesel characteristics result in changes in combustion 
behavior with respect to petroleum-based diesel fuel.  Shorter ignition delay [112, 116, 
124, 125, 127, 131-133], greater penetration length [111, 126, 131], and less premixed-
burn fraction [112, 116, 117, 125, 132] are well-documented characteristics of biodiesel 
blends.  However, in-cylinder spray and mixing of biodiesel blends have been 
experimentally explored to a lesser extent, and research on the effect of biodiesel 
content on these processes is inconclusive.  Lee et al. [131] report that under 
atmospheric temperature and pressure conditions, biodiesel-blended fuels have inferior 
atomization performance compared to commercial diesel due to lower Weber number 
and lower injection velocity, while Choi et al. [111] suggest fuel-air mixing of biodiesel is 
enhanced by its greater penetration distance, greater viscosity and larger mixing time 
scales. 
The optical engine and injection system specifications are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2. Engine specifications 
Engine Type AVL 5402, DI 
Number of Cylinders 1 
Cycle 4-stroke 
Displacement 510  
Bore 85 mm 
Stroke 90 mm 
Connecting Rod Length 148 mm 
Geometric Compression 
Ratio 
15:1 
Combustion Bowl Diameter 40 mm 
Combustion Bowl Depth 14.5 mm 
Number of Intake Valves 2 
Number of Exhaust Valve 2 
Intake Valve 
Opening/Closing 
-394°/594°CA 
aTDC 
Exhaust Valve 
Opening/Closing 
106°/-346°CA 
aTDC 
Injection System Bosch Common 
Rail, 
Pmax=1350bar 
Swirl Control/Ratio AVL/2.0-4.5 
Maximum Speed 3000 RPM 
Table 3. Engine fuel injector specifications 
Model Bosch DSLA 142P 
Design VCO-Nozzle 
Angle of Fuel-Jet Axis 
(inclusive) 142° 
Number of Holes 6 
Hole Diameter 0.13 mm 
Optical access is provided via a classic Bowditch extended piston in which is mounted a 
20 mm-thick sapphire window, as shown in Figure 19.  The combustion bowl is of 
rectangular cross-section, and the flat surface geometry of the combustion chamber is 
interrupted only by valve pockets placed in the piston bowl rim and valve seat chamfers 
in the cylinder head.  Oil-less lubrication is provided by slotted graphite rings and the 
sealing by uninterrupted bronze-teflon rings.  Compressed air directed at the underside 
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of the piston window provides cooling of this assembly during operation.  Swirl motion is 
in the clockwise direction. 
  
Piston Bowl 
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Figure 19. Extended piston and combustion bowl geometry 
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Figure 20 shows the optical setup for high-speed soot two-color thermometry.  The 
placement of a mirror inside the piston assembly at 45° relative to the cylinder axis 
provides a view of the entire 40 mm-diameter combustion bowl.  The squish zone (grey 
area) is not visible to the optical measurement in this configuration. 
 
Combustion images were captured by a visible range digital color camera (Phantom 
v7.3).  In this camera, the square pixel grid of the CMOS sensor is covered by a 
broadband color filter array arranged in a particular (Bayer) pattern which described in 
the previous chapter.  Frames were triggered at 0.5 CAD intervals and synchronized to 
the engine crankshaft position through a cRIO field-programmable gate array (National 
Instruments) and optical-encoder compatible input module (DRIVVEN).  Exposure time 
is set to 10 µsec as an optimal trade-off which maximizes signal-to-noise ratio at lower 
temperatures while minimizing saturation at the higher temperatures.  Aperture ratio is 
set to f/4.0 (minimum lens f-stop number is 2.8) to have larger depth of field.  Operating 
parameters of the high-speed digital color camera are shown in Table 4.  The memory 
Figure 20. Optical setup for high-speed soot two-color thermometry 
Solenoid Injector 
Elongated Piston 
Stationary 45° 
First Surface 
Mirror 
High-Speed Digital 
CMOS Color Camera 
Squish Zone 
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gate width is set to 12.5 msec.  This is the time interval within a cycle over which 
imaging is conducted, and at the 1200 RPM engine speed is equivalent to 90 CAD.  
Images thus cover the combustion duration from SOI through late-cycle burning.  
Throughout this interval, the CMOS camera is storing each frame with 10 µsec 
exposure time every 0.5 CAD.  This high-speed imaging technique is utilized to 
investigate the aged biodiesel blend combustion in an optical engine, and ULSD is used 
as a comparison. 
Table 4. High-speed digital color camera operating parameters 
Model Phantom v7.3 
Resolution (pixels) 416×400 
Operating Mode 
Sync with engine 
speed at 0.5CAD 
interval 
Aperture Ratio f/4.0 
Exposure Time (µsec) 10 
Pre-trigger Start (°aTDC) -10.5 
Memory Gate Width 
(msec) 12.5 
Experimental results reported here are taken from the optical engine operated at 1200 
RPM and a swirl ratio of 2.0.  The engine has been pre-heated to a temperature of 
60°C.  Inlet temperatures and pressures were at ambient levels.  In-cylinder pressure is 
measured with an un-cooled piezo-electric pressure transducer (AVL GH 12 D) which is 
mounted through an opening in the cylinder head.  A needle lift sensor (MicroEpsilon) is 
installed in the fuel injector to detect the displacement of the injector needle.  An 
additional pressure transducer measures the pressure in the fuel line between the 
common rail and injector.  Sensor signals are recorded by a high-speed data acquisition 
system triggered by an optical encoder wheel mounted on the engine crankshaft with an 
optical resolution of 0.5 CAD and with an electronic multiplication to 0.1 CAD.  The 
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Apparent Rate of Heat Release (ARHR) is calculated by a MATLAB subroutine using 
the analysis provided by Heywood [134], and is shown normalized by the engine 
displacement.  A more detailed engine and instrumentation description has been 
reported in an earlier publication [5]. 
ULSD and an aged B20 biodiesel blend were used during experiments.  The blend was 
mixed from ULSD (80 vol%) and aged B100 (20 vol%) under ambient temperature and 
pressure.  The properties of ULSD and B100 are shown in Table 5.  The composition of 
B100 is shown in Table 6.  The atmospheric pressure distillation curve of these two 
fuels, as provided by the supplier, is shown in Figure 21.  The density of aged B20 was 
847.18 kg/m , the lower heating value was 40.23 MJ/kg, and the cetane number is 
expected to be higher than ULSD.  Aged B20 was more viscous and less volatile than 
ULSD. 
Table 5. Fuel specifications 
 ULSD B100 
Cetane Number 45.3 54 
Density@15°C (/ ) 836.5 889.9 
Lower Heating Value (MJ/kg) 41.2 36.6 
Kinematic Viscosity @40°C 
(/) 2.2 4.34 
Flash Point (°C) 64 69.5 
Table 6. Composition for B100 
Compound Fraction 
C16:0 (methyl palmitate) 11.0% 
C18:0 (methyl stearate) 4.2% 
C18:1 (methyl oleate) 22.6% 
C18:2 (methyl linoleate) 55.0% 
C18:3 (methyl linoleate) 7.2% 
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The fuel injection system including injector, driver and nozzle, was calibrated using 
ULSD.  The quantity of fuel delivered per injection is generally linear with injection 
duration except at low injection times as shown in Figure 22. 
 
Since thermal stability in the optical engine is difficult to achieve during continuous firing, 
cylinder data and ARHR measurements were performed in a skip firing mode.  Fueled 
with ULSD, the engine was warmed up by continuous firing while the in-cylinder 
pressure prior to fuel injection was monitored.  When a predetermined value was 
reached, engine operation was switched to a 3-fire/9-skip pattern.  When the IMEP 
during the firing cycles was deemed steady (engine thermal state was stable), start of 
Figure 22. Fuel delivery calibration for ULSD 
Figure 21. Distillation curves for ULSD and B100 
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injection (SOI) and injection duration were adjusted so that the locations of peak 
premixed combustion (LPPC) for the third firing cycle was 8°aTDC.  When the engine 
operation was again steady, data collection was begun.  The same experimental 
sequence was performed under three command injection pressures.  Detailed fuel 
injection timing and observed IMEP are shown in Table 7. 
Table 7. Injection parameters and averaged IMEP for ULSD under 3-fire/9-skip pattern 
Injection Pressure 
Command (bar) 400 600 800 
SOI (°aTDC) -10.5 -8.5 -7.8 
Injection Duration () 1 0.645 0.52 
Estimated Injection 
Quantity (/inj) 7.2 8.3 8 
Averaged Gross IMEP for 
all firing cycles (bar) 1.75 1.66 1.61 
When fueled with aged B20, the engine was operated with the same injection duration 
times and SOI as with ULSD. The same experimental sequence was performed until the 
IMEP under 3-fire/9-skip pattern was deemed steady (engine thermal state was stable), 
upon which data collection was begun.  Detailed fuel injection timing and corresponding 
IMEP are shown in Table 8.  The conditions examined here are representative of those 
encountered during light load, low temperature operation, such as during idling 
subsequent to starting. 
Table 8. Injection parameters and averaged IMEP for aged B20 under 3-fire/9-skip pattern 
Injection Pressure 
Command (bar) 400 600 800 
SOI (°aTDC) -10.5 -8.5 -7.8 
Injection Duration () 1 0.645 0.52 
Estimated Injection 
Quantity (/inj) N/A N/A N/A 
Averaged Gross IMEP for 
all firing cycles (bar) 
1.48 1.50 1.33 
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During experiments, it was observed that the piston window becomes contaminated 
more quickly when fired with aged B20 than with ULSD.  This precluded extended 
warm-up procedures in skip-fire mode and required a different procedure during the 
optical measurements  The use of B100 has been observed by others to result in 
obvious fuel film ripples on the piston bowl [126]. 
To minimize soot deposits on the piston window which would hinder optical access for 
soot temperature and KL factor measurements, the engine was not running in skip fire 
mode.  Instead, the engine was continuously fired for about 100 cycles while high-speed 
frames were recorded every 0.5 CAD.  During these cycles, the combustion phasing 
continuously advanced as the engine warmed, and the LPPC is taken to be indicative of 
the thermal condition of the engine.  For each command injection pressure with each 
fuel, the firing cycle with LPPC nearest to 9.5°aTDC was then selected for soot optical 
thermometry calculation.  For each fuel, this starting sequence was taken with a clean 
piston window at 1200 RPM, a swirl ratio of 2.0 and after the engine was pre-heated to 
a temperature of 60°C.  The detailed engine operating conditions and combustion 
parameters for these six firing cycles are shown in Table 9. 
Table 9. Engine operating conditions and combustion parameters for firing cycles during starting 
sequence which are involved in soot optical thermometry calculation 
Test Name ULSD 400bar 
ULSD 
600bar 
ULSD 
800bar 
B20 
400bar 
B20 
600bar 
B20 
800bar 
Speed (RPM) 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 
Fuel ULSD ULSD ULSD B20 B20 B20 
Injection Pressure 
Command (bar) 400 600 800 400 600 800 
SOI (°aTDC) -10.5 -8.5 -7.8 -10.5 -8.5 -7.8 
Injection Duration () 1 0.645 0.52 1 0.645 0.52 
Estimated Injection 
Quantity (/inj) 7.2 8.3 8 N/A N/A N/A 
Motoring TDC 
Temperature (K) 698.0 692.4 699.0 696.1 697.4 701.4 
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Test Name ULSD 400bar 
ULSD 
600bar 
ULSD 
800bar 
B20 
400bar 
B20 
600bar 
B20 
800bar 
Net IMEP (bar) 1.72 1.23 1.48 1.18 1.25 1.14 
LPPC (°aTDC) 9.6 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.8 9.2 
Integrated 
ARHR@EVO 
(kJ/ ) 
379.4 306.5 355.6 284.4 311.6 296 
 
The following analysis is based on engine experiments performed under steady and 
repeated 3fire/9skip patterns fueled with ULSD and aged B20.  For each fuel under 
each command injection pressure, all in-cylinder data were grouped into four categories: 
1st firing cycle, 2nd firing cycle, 3rd firing cycle, and motoring cycle.  Sufficient data was 
collected such that each firing category comprises more than 130 cycles.  The following 
figures show ensemble averaged values from each category. 
Figure 23 shows the averaged data for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd firing cycles for ULSD.  
Command injection pressure is 800bar, and SOI is -7.8°aTDC.  Although it has been 
reported that for the same injection command, the higher bulk modulus of biodiesel 
results in earlier fuel injection [125, 135], the difference of needle lift profile between 
ULSD and aged B20 (Figure 23) is not obvious.  The LPPC of the 1st firing cycle is more 
retarded than that of the 2nd and 3rd firing cycles, and the peak ARHR during the 
premixed combustion is lower.  This is a result of the cooling effect of the motored 
cycles depressing the wall temperature prior to the 1st injection, as well as change in the 
recirculated gas temperature and composition (internal EGR).  The combustion phasing 
of the 2nd and 3rd firing cycles has no large difference because of similar wall thermal 
conditions and gas recirculation.  This phenomenon exists for all other conditions where 
different injection pressures and fuels have been considered. 
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A comparison of ARHR for ULSD and aged B20 is shown in Figure 24. With the same 
injection timing, under steady and repeated firing patterns (3fire/9skip), the advance of 
LPPC from 1st to 2nd firing cycles with ULSD is 1.9 CAD while the advance of LPPC 
from the 1st to the 2nd firing cycles with aged B20 is only 0.3 CAD. The magnitude of 
the premixed ARHR peak increases from the 1st to the 2nd firing cycle with ULSD by 
47.77 [kJ/m · deg] while for aged B20, the increases is only 13.08 [kJ/m ·  deg].  
This effect is also observed with command injection pressures of 400bar and 600bar.  
This difference suggests that ULSD combustion is more sensitive to changes in wall 
temperature than that of aged B20. 
 
Needle Lift [a.u.] 
Figure 24. Averaged firing cycles for ULSD and B20 under an injection pressure of 800bar 
Needle Lift [a.u.] 
Figure 23. Averaged firing cycles for ULSD under command injection pressure 800bar 
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Figure 25 shows the ARHR integrated from SOI and normalized by the cumulative value 
at the end of combustion.  The ignition delay, characterized by the elapsed time from 
SOI to the occurrence of positive ARHR, is 9.4 CAD for aged B20 while for ULSD is 9.8 
CAD.  The shorter ignition delay observed with aged B20 is consistent with the 
characteristics of biodiesel reported by others [112, 116, 124, 125, 127, 131-133].  The 
combustion duration, characterized by mass burn fraction 10% to 90%, is also observed 
to be nearly a full degree shorter for aged B20 than for ULSD.  Combustion with aged 
B20, then, has a shorter ignition delay and progresses faster than with ULSD.  After the 
premixed combustion, the bulk-gas-averaged temperature for aged B20 decreases 
below that of ULSD presumably due to its lower energy content and lower fuel quantity. 
 
The results shown in Figure 26 include two types of optical diagnostics: high-speed 
spray imaging (with back illumination) and soot two-color thermometry.  The presented 
frames are chosen from a half-crank angle-resolution frame sequence.  In aged B20 
combustion, soot is observed near the edge of the bowl.  As per the images and needle 
lift traces shown above, this is five degrees beyond injector needle closing and the 
occurrence of the last visible fuel spray in the cylinder.  As in-cylinder pressure and 
4.3 CAD 
5.1 CAD 
Figure 25. Mass burn fraction of the averaged 2nd firing cycles for ULSD and B20 under an 
injection pressure of 800bar 
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temperature increase, additional soot is generated away from the bowl edge forming 
many local high temperature soot sites which result in high natural luminosity.  As the 
combustion proceeds, soot is quickly oxidized, leaving little pool burning in the late cycle.  
Aged B20 combustion is thus less sensitive to the wall temperature as a greater 
proportion of the fuel in consumed within the core of the combustion volume. 
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Two types of soot luminosity are generally observed; the larger areas having uniform 
lower values of temperature and KL, and localized regions of small area but elevated 
values of these parameters.  The appearance of the former regions corresponds to the 
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Figure 26. Comparison of ULSD and aged B20 combustion with high-speed spray imaging and 
soot two-color thermometry 
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premixed burn portion of the heat release, and their areas fill the regions between the 
fuel jets.  The high temperature and KL zones appear in regions of pool burning or 
diffusion combustion of remnant fuel ligaments.  With the same injection timing and 
energized duration, aged B20 injection exhibits longer penetration and heavier 
splashing during fuel impingement event.  Soot natural luminosity of aged B20 
combustion is more intense than that of ULSD combustion.  In aged B20 combustion, 
soot sites are present not only in the impinged area but also away from the chamber 
bowl.  After applying two-color thermometry, spatial distribution of soot temperature and 
optical thickness KL  are shown as well. 
 
The crank-angle-resolved evolution of soot temperature and net soot formation are 
shown in Figure 27.  Mean soot temperature at each crank angle position is the 
averaged value of all solution pixels inside chamber bowl.  Net soot formation at each 
crank angle position is represented by the summation of optical thickness KL  for all the 
solution pixels inside bowl area. 
Figure 27. Comparison of ULSD and aged B20 combustion with high-speed soot two-color 
thermometry 
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In Equation 22, aged B20 soot evolution exhibits greater formation rates than ULSD 
combustion, but higher soot temperature also leads to faster oxidization, so that aged 
B20 net soot formation falls below that of ULSD after 21°aTDC. 
More details of this investigation are shown in the publication, “Soot Evolution with 
Cyclic Crank-angle-resolved Two-color Thermometry in An Optical Diesel Engine 
Fueled with Biodiesel Blend and ULSD” [136]. 
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Chapter 5. COMPARISON OF SOOT TEMPERATURE AND KL 
BETWEEN HIGH-SPEED TWO-COLOR THERMOMETRY 
AND 3-D CHEMICAL KINETIC-COUPLED CFD SIMULATION 
As a comparison to the high-speed two-color measurements in ULSD combustion, a 
chemical kinetic-coupled CFD package (FORTE, Reaction Design) is used to simulate 
the in-cylinder combustion process with a reduced n-Heptane mechanism [137].  In 
order to compare two-dimensional soot temperature and KL  measurements with a 
three-dimensional simulation result, a novel approach known as “line-of-sight 
integration” has been developed by Yu et al. [138].  The following section presents a 
brief description of this approach. 
The presented numerical work implements a two-step empirical soot model: the soot net 
formation rate sdM
dt
 within a computational cell is determined from a single step 
competition between soot formation rate sfdM
dt
 and soot oxidation rate sodM
dt
 as shown 
in Equation 23 [139, 140]:  
Equation 23 
s sf sodM dM dM
dt dt dt
= −  
Soot formation rate is given by: 
Equation 24 
2 2
expnsf sfsf C H
dM EA p M
dt RT
  
=
−    
 
Where sfA  is the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, 2 2C HM  is the mass of 2 2C H , p  is the 
pressure, R  is the gas constant, T  is the temperature and sfE  is the activation energy. 
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The soot oxidation rate is adopted from the Nagle and Strickland-Constable model 
[141]: 
Equation 25 
6so c
s oxid
s s
dM MW M R
dt Dρ
=
 
Where cMW  is the molecular weight of carbon, sρ  is soot density, sD  is soot particle 
diameter, oxidR  is the oxidation rate depends on surface chemistry involving the more 
reactive A sites and the less reactive B sites. 
Equation 26 
( )2
2
2
1
1
A O
oxid A B O A
Z O
K p
R K p
K p χ χ
 
= + −  + 
 
Where 
2Op  is the oxygen partial pressure, Aχ  is the proportion of A sites defined as: 
Equation 27 
2
2
/
O
A
O T B
p
p K K
χ =
+
 
The rate constants used in Equation 26 and Equation 27 are given by [142]: 
3000020expAK RT
 
=
− 
 
, 
3 152004.46 10 expBK RT
−
 
= ×
− 
 
, 
5 970001.51 10 expTK RT
 
= ×
− 
 
, 
410021.3expZK RT
 
=  
 
 
From three-dimensional simulation results, soot radiation from each computational cell 
is computed by Equation 28: 
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Equation 28 
1
,
5 2exp 1
soot
CE
C
T
λ λε
λ λ
= ⋅
  
−  
  
 
Where temperature [ ]T K  and soot mass concentration 3[ / ]mC mg cm  are given by 
simulation results, soot emissivity model λε  is defined by Equation 29.  The detailed 
formulation of the soot emissivity model will be discussed in a later section. 
Equation 29 
6 ( )
1 exp m
s
E m C L
λ α
pi
ε ρ λ
 
= −  
 
 
Where soot density 1.86sρ = 3[ / ]g cm , soot absoprtion function ( ) 0.245E m = , [ ]L cm  is 
the distance between two adjacent cell centers along the extended piston axis.  α is the 
functional dependence on wavelength proposed by Musculus [72] in Table 1. 
Since the aperture ratio of the digital color camera is set to f/11.0, depth of field is 
considered to be large enough to maintain focus over a wider range of crank-angles.  
Therefore, radiation reaching each pixel of the camera is assumed to origniate from a 
cell train oriented along the line of sight.  The radiation from each cell reaching to the 
digital color camera is attenuated by all the cells situated in the path between the source 
cell and the observer.  Neglecting reflectivity and scattering effects, to quantify radiation 
attenuation, the transmissivity of each cell λτ  is given by Equation 30: 
Equation 30 
1λ λτ ε= −  
From the optical system response curve in Figure 9, two effective single wavelengths 
representing red and green channels are calculated: 
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601.05red nmλ =  
548.88green nmλ =  
After “line-of-sight integration”, soot emissive power ( )redE λ  and ( )greenE λ  are evaluated 
at redλ  and greenλ  wavelengths.  Simulated soot temperature sootT  and optical thickness 
KL
 can be solved from Equation 31: 
Equation 31 
1
5 2
( ) 1 exp
exp 1
red
red
red
red soot
KL CE
C
T
αλ λ
λ λ
  
−= − ⋅  
    
−  
  
 
1
5 2
( ) 1 exp
exp 1
green
green
green
green soot
KL CE
C
T
αλ λ
λ λ
  
−= − ⋅  
    
−      
 
Figure 30 shows the comparison of experimental soot two-color measurements with 
simulation at 13°aTDC.  It is obvious that the spatial distribution of experimental two-
color solutions entirely depends on soot luminosity visibility to the camera.  In the 
simulation, the soot KL  solution exhibits high levels between two adjacent spray 
plumes, while no solutions are found in the experimental result at the same locations.  
This discrepancy means that the limited dynamic range of the camera might overlook 
low intensity soot sites which actually contribute to engine-out emission. 
The second discrepancy found in Figure 30 is that the simulated two-color soot 
temperatures in the vicinity of fuel jet wall impingement are overall higher than 
experimental results by around 600 K. 
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To make a numerical comparison of soot measurements between high-speed two-color 
and simulation, Figure 31 shows the crank-angle-resolved average soot temperature 
and total soot KL calculated by the two approaches.  Simulated two-color thermometry 
over-estimates soot temperature by 10%-20% in most crank angle intervals, and it 
overestimates soot KL exhibit from 3°aTDC until 45°aTDC. 
Soot luminosity (a.u.) 
Soot KL 
/ ·  
Red Emissive Power 
Figure 30. Comparison of experimental soot two-color measurements with simulation at 13°aTDC.  
White dashed line shows the spray orientation. 
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Soot radiation 
,sootE λ  (Equation 1) is composed of two terms: soot emissivity model and 
Planck distribution term.  
,sootE λ  is measured by the imaging equipment which has been 
calibrated against a blackbody source.  All the coefficients in the Planck distribution 
term are well known.  Therefore, the accuracy of unknown soot temperature T  depends 
on the accuracy of soot emissivity model.  A detailed investigation of the soot emissivity 
model is presented in the proceeding chapter. 
The further detail of numerical investigation is shown in the publication, “Comparison of 
In-Cylinder Soot Evolution in an Optically Accessible Engine Fueled with JP-8 and 
ULSD” [138]. 
  
Figure 31. Comparison of Soot Two-Color Pyrometry results of ULSD combustion 
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Chapter 6. SOOT EMISSIVITY MODEL ANALYSIS 
An inherent assumption of the classic two-color method is that the product KL  is the 
same for two specific wavelengths, λ1, λ2 .  The validity of this assumption is examined 
in a detailed analytical and experimental investigation of the soot emissivity model. 
Soot transmissivity sootτ  is equal to unity minus soot absorptivity sootα  and soot 
reflectivity sootρ : 
Equation 32 
τ α ρ= − −1soot soot soot   
Neglecting the soot reflectivity term in micro scale investigation, ( ρ ≈ 0soot ), the equation 
is simplified: 
Equation 33 
τ α= −1soot soot  
According to Beer’s Law, which describes light attenuation in a gaseous media: 
Equation 34 
( )τ β= = −
0
expsoot soot
I L
I
 
Where 0I  is the light intensity coming into the gaseous media, and I  is the light intensity 
coming out of gaseous media after attenuation. L is path length of the radiating media 
and βsoot  is extinction coefficient of the (uniform) gaseous volume. 
According to Kirchhoff’s Law which equates emissivity to absorptivity under thermal 
equilibrium: 
Equation 35 
ε α τ= = −1soot soot soot  
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Substitution with Equation 34, 
Equation 36 
( )1 expsoot soot Lλε α β= = − −  
In Equation 36, the soot extinction coefficient λβ  is composed of scattering coefficient 
sλσ  and absorption coefficient λκ . 
Equation 37 
sλ λ λβ σ κ= +  
If the soot cloud is composed of a large amount of spherical particles of radius a , a 
particle distribution function ( )n a  is introduced to describe the number of particles as a 
function of the particle radius.  The scattering, absorption and extinction coefficient for 
soot clouds are determined by considering the optical cross-sections over all particles 
as follows: 
Equation 38 
0
( )s scaC n a daλσ
∞
= ∫   where scaC  is scattering cross-section 
Equation 39 
0
( )absC n a daλκ
∞
= ∫   where absC  is absorption cross-section 
Equation 40 
0
( )extC n a daλβ
∞
= ∫   where extC  is extinction cross-section 
When light is interacting with a medium containing small particles (e.g. soot cloud), the 
propagation of light is described as an electromagnetic wave.  The material of the 
particle is also described as having a complex index of refraction: m n ik= − .  How 
much and into which direction a particle scatters an electromagnetic wave passing 
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through its vicinity depends on (i) the shape of the particle, (ii) the material of the 
particle m , (iii) its relative size 2 /x api λ= , and (iv) the clearance between particles 
[143]. 
Often, efficiency factors Q  are used instead of cross-sections because they are non-
dimensional when normalized with the projected surface area of the sphere. 
Equation 41 
pi
−
= =
+
22
4
2 2
8 1
3 2
sca
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C mQ x
a m
 
Where 
2
2
1
2
m
m
−
+
 is known as soot complex index of refraction ratio. 
Equation 42 
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a mpi
 −
= = − ℑ 
 + 
 
Where 
2
2
1
2
m
m
 −ℑ  
 + 
 is known as imaginary part of 
2
2
1
2
m
m
−
+
, and is often expressed as 
( )mℑ . 
If soot particles are extremely small, then the size parameter x  becomes very small, 
and the process is described by the Rayleigh scattering regime, as occurs with typical 
gases [143].  When 0x → , the scattering term can be ignored.  
Equation 43 
λ λβ κ≈  
For a cloud of nonuniform-size small particles, an absorption efficiency factor can be 
written as: 
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Equation 44 
2
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 + 
 
Equation 45 
2
2 2
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m
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piβ κ pi piλ
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∫ ∫  
Modeling soot particles as globes of radius a , soot volume fraction is: 
Equation 46 
pi
∞  
=  
 ∫
3
0
4 ( )
3v
f n a daa  
The soot extinction coefficient then reduces to: 
Equation 47 
2
2
6 ( )16
2
v vf m fm
m
λ
piβ pi λ λ
ℑ −
= − ℑ = − 
 + 
 
By substitution of Equation 47 into Equation 36, soot emissivity reduces to: 
Equation 48 
6 ( )1 exp vsoot m f Lpiε λ
ℑ 
= −  
 
 
However, soot morphology studies [10, 15, 144] have shown that when soot 
aggregates, the total scale becomes fairly large and the scattering effect can no longer 
be neglected. 
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Due to the difficulties of quantifying the soot scattering effect, various empirical 
approaches have been used which introduce the ratio of scattering to absorption ( ρsa , 
in Equation 49) or adding α  to the power of λ  (Equation 50). 
Equation 49 
( ) piε α ρ λ
ℑ 
= = − + 
 
6 ( )1 exp 1 vsoot soot sa m f L ,     ρsa  is the ratio of scattering to absorption 
Equation 50 
α
pi
ε α
λ
ℑ 
= = −  
 
6 ( )1 exp vsoot soot m f L  
  
Figure 32. An example for automated boundary detection of soot aggregates (below as black areas) 
and manual selection of primary particles (green lines within the red-colored rectangular 
box) for a sample TEM image. [10] 
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Chapter 7. SOOT EMISSIVITY MODEL CALIBRATION AGAINST 
TARGET FLAME 
The work presented here introduces another empirical value, g , to work with the 
following equation [145]: 
Equation 51 
α
ε
λ
 
= −
− 
 
1 exp vsoot
gf L
  α λ µ= − ⋅1.22 0.245 (ln [ ])m [72] 
If α  accurately quantifies the soot scattering effect, the g  factor is proportional to ( )mℑ  
which is the imaginary part of the soot complex index of refraction ratio. 
Equation 52 
6 ( )g mpi= − ℑ  
The following section describes the experimental approach to calibrate the soot 
emissivity model.  With re-formulation of the soot emissivity model, Equation 51, the 
two-color method changes to: 
Equation 53. New two-color method with unknown of soot volume fraction and temperature 
1 , 1 ,
5 52 2
.
1 exp
exp 1 exp 1
red redred v
a red soot
C Q C Qg f Ld d
C C
T T
λ λ
α
λ λ
λ λ
λλ λλ λ
∆ ∆
⋅ ⋅  
= − ⋅
−          
− −      
      
∫ ∫
 
1 , 1 ,
5 25 2
.
1 exp
exp 1exp 1
green greengreen v
soota green
C Q C Qg f Ld d
CC
TT
λ λ
α
λ λ
λ λ
λ λλ λλ
∆ ∆
⋅ ⋅  
= − ⋅
−          
−
−             
∫ ∫  
Therefore, the new two-color method yields soot temperature sootT  and soot volume 
fraction vf  (instead of KL ). 
To calibrate empirical coefficients redg  and greeng , a flat flame burner (McKenna burner) 
is utilized as shown in Figure 33.  The McKenna burner is an instrument to generate a 
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particular flame that has been established in the literature as a standard [17] for 
calibration purposes.  It is composed of two outlets: a central sintered porous plug for 
premixed gaseous fuel and oxidizer, and the annular porous ring supplying shielding 
gas such as N2 or Argon.  When the velocity of the premixed gas is equal to the velocity 
of the shielding gas, the shearing effect between them is minimized.  Therefore, the 
flame is characterized by only a function of the height above burner, also known as a 
“one-dimensional flame”. 
 
An ethylene / air premixed flat flame is examined under the same conditions as by 
Olofsson and Bladh in the Lund group, whose work results in CARS measurements of 
the temperature field and soot volume fraction of this flame [4, 12].  This data is applied 
to quantify the values of g  in the proposed method. 
The bottom right corner of Figure 34 shows the raw frame of the target flame taken by 
the high-speed CMOS color camera. 
Figure 33. McKenna Burner Setup for Flame Calibration 
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In the work of the Lund group, CARS measurement provides the temperature of N2, 
and soot volume fraction is determined by soot LII measurement. 
 
Since soot particles in flat flame have radiative heat loss to the ambient environment, 
soot temperature is examined in a detailed analytical and numerical investigation. 
According to the law of conservation of energy, the following equation holds for a single 
soot particle: 
Equation 54 
31
6
soot
conduction radiationp s s
dTd c q q
dt
pi ρ
• •
= −
 
Figure 35. CARS temperature and soot LII measurement [4] 
Figure 34. Premixed Ethylene + Air with equivalence ratio at 2.1 (N2 co-flow shielding), total flow 
rate of 10 slpm @ 0°C and 1 atm.  Flame stagnation plate: stainless steel, 60 mm 
diameter, 20 mm thick.  Burner coolant temerature is maintained at 20°C 
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pd  Diameter of a spherical particle (2a ), [ ]m  
sρ  Soot density 1 1[ ]kg m s− −⋅ ⋅  
sc  Specific heat of soot (carbon) 1 1[ ]J kg K− −⋅ ⋅  
Soot conduction heat transfer rate conductionq
•
 is expressed as [146] 
Equation 55 
2 8 11 1
8 1
B g g soot
conduction T p g
g g g
k T Tq d p
m T
γ
α pi
pi γ
•  +
= −  
−  
 
0.48Tα = , Thermal accommodation coefficient of the particle material in the 
surrounding gas [12]. 
gp , Gas pressure [ ]Pa . 
Bk , Boltzmann constant, 231.3807 10−× 1[ ]J K −⋅  
gT , Gas temperature [ ]K . 
gm , Average mass of gas molecules [ ]kg . 
gγ , Specific heat ratio of gas. 
Soot radiative heat transfer rate radiationq
•
 is expressed as: 
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Equation 56 
2
1
5 2
4
exp 1
radiation
a
a Cq d
C
T
λ
pi λ
λ λ
•
∆
⋅
=
  
−  
  
∫  
Under thermal equilibrium condition, 0dT
dt
= , Equation 54 is simplified as follows: 
Equation 57 
1
5 2
8 11 1
8 1
exp 1
B g g soot
T g
g g g
a
k T T Cp d
m T C
T
λ
γ
α λ
pi γ λ λ
∆
 +
− =  
−    
−  
  
∫
 
gm  and gγ  in Equation 57 are quantified by one-dimensional simulation (CHEMKIN Pro 
v15112), in which the calculated gas temperature field closely matches the CARS N2 
temperature measurements by Olofsson and Bladh in the Lund’s group [4, 12]. 
 
Specific heat ratio of gas gγ  (Figure 38) is calculated with simulated temperature field 
(Figure 36), mass fraction for major species (Figure 37) and known gas-phase 
Figure 36. Comparison of experimental [4] and numerical gas temperature v.s. HAB for C2H4/Air 
premixed flame with Φ=2.1 
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thermodynamics data [147].  Average mass of gas molecules gm  is calculated with 
molecular weight, mole fraction for major species and Avogadro constant AN . 
 
 
Following the criteria a sootT T<  defined by Equation 1, soot temperature sootT  was 
calculated over a range of equally distributed apparent temperatures (from 1100K to 
1700K) according to Equation 57.  The calculated soot temperature sootT  as shown in 
Figure 38. Simulated specific heat ratio of gas gγ  and average mass of gas molecules gm  v.s. 
HAB. 
Figure 37. Simulated mass fraction for each major species v.s. HAB of C2H4/Air premixed flat 
flame at Ф=2.1. Mass fraction of N2 is 0.672 at HAB=10 mm. 
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Figure 39 is close to the gas temperature gT  (measured by CARS) with errors less than 
1.25% throughout the whole evaluation range. 
 
Therefore, soot temperature sootT  can be approximated by gas temperature gT  
measured with CARS: 
Equation 58 
soot gT T≈  
By substitution of the measured sootT  and vf  into Equation 53, with apparent 
temperatures calculated from the target flame image (Figure 40(b)), empirical 
coefficients redg  and greeng  can be solved implicitly. 
Figure 39. Numerical evaluation of apparent temperature aT  effect on actual soot temperature
sootT  calculated with Equation 57 at HAB = 10 mm 
1702.7 @ 10gT K HAB mm= =   
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Figure 41 shows the solved empirical coefficients redg  and greeng  for different Height 
Above Burner (HAB).  
 
Since red greeng g≠ , the above assumption of KL  being wavelength-independent fails.  
KL
 is wavelength dependent, and the product KL  is NOT the same for two specific 
wavelengths, λ1, λ2 . 
When the empirical coefficients g  are scaled by 6pi− , a direct comparison can be 
made of ( )m−ℑ (the soot absorption function ( ) ( )E m m= −ℑ ) with values found in the 
literature for 1064 nm LII measurements on the same target flame [12].  Figure 42  
Figure 41. Empirical coefficients redg  and greeng  v.s. height above burner (HAB) 
Figure 40. CARS and soot LII measurement (a) [4] vs apparent temperature taken by high-speed 
CMOS digital color camera (b). 
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shows similar values, but different trends with HAB.  Although the wavelengths 
considered are different, further investigation of this difference is warranted. 
 
By investigating the effect of α on soot emissivity shown in Figure 43, the discrepancy is 
believed to be caused by the overestimation of soot emissivity at longer wavelength 
region due to higher values of the α coefficient.  Therefore, deceasing ( )redE m (or redg ) 
and ( )greenE m (or greeng ) are correcting this effect as HAB increases. 
 
Figure 43. Effect of α on soot emissivity with fixed KL 
Figure 42. (a) Evaluated maximum soot particle temperature, Tp max, flame temperature, Tg CARS,
and the absorption function, ( ) ( )E m m= −ℑ  , as function of HAB [12]. (b). Calibrated 
( )redE m  and ( )greenE m  with two-color method against flat flame burner. 
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Since the soot primary particle diameter measured in-cylinder [15] (from 13.5 nm to 15.2 
nm) is very close to the soot primary particle diameter measured in the target flame at 
HAB=10 mm [4] (13 nm), redg  and greeng  values at this same HAB are selected as 
values to be used for engine experiments -- = 3.681529redg , = 2.810614greeng . 
 
By the use of the solved redg  and greeng  in Equation 53, with the measured apparent 
temperature from Figure 40(b), soot temperature sootT  and volume fraction vf  (ppb) are 
shown in Figure 45.  This figure illustrates a temperature and soot volume fraction field 
as determined by the developed method. 
Figure 44. Soot primary particle size on premixed C2H4+Air burner [4] and inside engine [15]. 
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Figure 45. Soot temperature and volume fraction solved with new two-color method. 
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Chapter 8. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF 
SOOT TWO-COLOR THERMOMETRY IN ENGINE 
APPLICATION WITH FLAME-CALIBRATED EMISSIVITY 
MODEL 
With the flame-calibrated emissivity model, crank-angle-resolved, spatial distribution of 
soot temperature sootT  and vf  are solved from soot natural luminosity imaging every 0.5 
CAD in ULSD combustion according to Equation 53. 
The simulated soot two-color thermometry is also updated accordingly: soot emissivity 
model utilized in the “line-of-sight integration” is shown as per Equation 59. 
Equation 59 
,1 exp red green m
s
g C Lλ λ
λ αε ρ λ
 
= − −  
 
 
Where 3[ / ]mC mg cm  is the simulated soot mass concentration from each computational 
cell, other coefficients are kept the same as Equation 29.  Moreover, Equation 31 are 
updated to Equation 60 with the re-formulated soot emissivity model (Equation 51). 
Equation 60 
1
5 2
( ) 1 exp
exp 1
red v
red
red
red
soot
g f L CE
C
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αλ λ
λ λ
  
−= − ⋅  
    
−  
  
 
1
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green
green
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g f L CE
C
T
αλ λ
λ λ
  
−= − ⋅  
     
−  
  
 
Therefore, experimental and numerical two-color results in Figure 30 are updated in 
Figure 46.  In the high-speed two-color method, with the flame-calibrated soot emissivity 
model, soot temperatures are higher than previous results (Figure 30) by 26.0%.  In the 
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numerical two-color simulation, emissive power for the red channel becomes greater 
because the new soot emissivity model (Equation 59) results in higher transmissivity for 
each computational cell.  With flame-calibrated soot emissivity model, simulated soot 
temperatures are higher than previous results (Figure 30) by 8.2%. 
 
With the flame-calibrated emissivity model, Figure 31 updates to Figure 47 which shows 
the crank-angle-resolved soot evolution in terms of mean soot temperature and total 
soot volume fraction.  Simulated two-color soot temperatures are close to the 
experimental two-color temperature measurements within ±5% from 3.5°aTDC to 
44.5°aTDC.  This result implies an improvement of soot two-color thermometry brought 
by the flame-calibrated soot emissivity model. 
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Figure 46. With flame-calibrated soot emissivity model, comparison of experimental soot two-
color measurements with simulation at 13°aTDC.  White dashed line shows the spray
orientation. 
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Experimental soot volume fraction vf  reaches a peak value of 7.0 ppb at 7.5°aTDC and 
experiences another peak of 6.74 ppb at 16°aTDC.  Simulated soot vf  evolution is at the 
same order of magnitude as the experimental two-color measurements, but fails to 
catch the soot double-peak evolution behavior observed in-cylinder.  After 16°aTDC, 
experimental soot vf  exhibits higher oxidation rates than the simulation at similar soot 
temperatures.  The reason is believed that when the combustion temperature 
decreases as mixing-controlled combustion proceeds, more and more soot radiation 
falls out of the dynamic range of the digital color camera which results in “higher” 
oxidation behavior. 
  
Figure 47. Comparison of Soot Two-Color Pyrometry results of ULSD combustion with and 
without flame-calibrated soot emissivity model. 
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Chapter 9. INVESTIGATION OF LINE-OF-SIGHT TWO-COLOR 
THERMOMETRY LIMITATIONS WITH SIMULTANEOUS 
SOOT LASER-INDUCED INCANDESCENCE IN AN OPTICAL 
ENGINE 
Since soot temperature and optical thickness KL (or volume fraction vf ) measured with 
two-color thermometry is based on the line-of-sight accumulated soot radiation, errors 
might be introduced when temperature and soot concentration exhibits large gradients 
along the line of sight.  This limitation is investigated by comparing line-of-sight two-
color thermometry with a planar laser diagnostic technique at the same crank angle 
position. 
The planar laser diagnostic used in this investigation is soot laser-induced 
incandescence (LII). 
Since soot is a broad-band absorber, in principle, any wavelength in the visible or IR 
regions can be used to heat up soot particles.  When a thin planar laser sheet is 
delivered into the combustion chamber, the soot particles in the laser plane will be 
heated.  The soot particles with elevated temperatures will emit stronger radiation and 
thus distinguish themselves from soot clouds outside the laser plane.  A Nd:YAG laser 
(SpectraPhysics QuantaRay Pro 270) is used for LII excitation and the fundamental 
1064 nm wavelength is chosen to avoid interference by fluorescing poly-cyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAH) while maintaining sufficient absorption of soot to generate 
incandescence [17, 148-155].  The following analytical analysis explains the correlation 
of LII signal with soot volume fraction. 
Assuming soot particle is a sphere with a diameter of pd , the energy balance equation 
for a single soot primary particle can be written as: 
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Equation 61 
2
3 2
0
( )1 ( )
6
psoot v
conduction radiationp s s p
v
E m ddT H dMd c d F q t q q
dt M dt
pi
pi ρ pi λ
• • ∆
= ⋅ ⋅ − − +
 
Where 0F  is the laser fluence in 2/mJ mm .  Function ( )q t  is the pulsed laser temporal 
power density in 2/W mm  per unit laser fluence ( 2/mJ mm ).  vH∆  is the heat of 
sublimation, vM  is the average molecular weight of the sublimated gaseous carbon 
species.  The rate of soot particle mass reduction dM
dt
 is related to the mass balance of 
the soot particle as: 
Equation 62 
2 21
2
p v
s p p v
A
dd MdM d d N
dt dt N
ρ pi pi= = −
 
Where vN  is the molecular flux associated with soot sublimation and AN  is Avogadro’s 
constant.  It should be mentioned that there exists other physical and chemical 
processes during LII, such as photo-desorption, annealing and soot oxidation [156].  
However, these processes are considered unimportant under low to moderately high 
laser fluence conditions [157]. 
Therefore, LII signal LIIS  at detection wavelength detλ  is expressed as: 
Equation 63 
2 1
0
5 2
det
det
exp 1
LII p p soot p
soot
CS N d dd
C
T
pi ε
λ λ
∞
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
  
−  
  
∫  
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Equation 64 
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−= −  
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Since soot particles are assumed to be spherical, soot volume fraction is expressed as: 
Equation 65 
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 
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Substitution of Equation 65 into Equation 64 yields: 
Equation 66 
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λ
 
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− 
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With a Taylor expansion, Equation 66 is approximated as: 
Equation 67 
2
det
( ) p
soot
E m dpi
ε λ≈  
The substitution of Equation 67 into Equation 63 leads to a simplified expression of LIIS : 
Equation 68 
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1
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Figure 48 shows correlation between normalized peak LII signals with laser fluence with 
a constant soot volume fraction.  At low laser fluence, the gated peak LII intensity 
increases monotonically with the increasing maximum soot temperature maxT .  With 
increasing laser fluence, soot sublimation during laser pulse increases so that 
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evaporative cooling and mass loss balanced the maximum soot temperature maxT , and 
the gated LII signal is independent of fluence.  This situation has been frequently 
observed in previous studies [158-163].  With further increase of laser fluence, soot 
sublimation significantly reduces soot particle size and its volume fraction, resulting in a 
decline of the gated LII signal. 
 
In Melton’s analysis [164], with the assumption that all the radiative flux absorbed by a 
particle 
3 3
0
( ) ( )pd E m F q tpi λ  is equal to the heat flux by sublimation 
v
v
H dM
M dt
∆
 at the 
maximum particle temperature ( 0sootdT
dt
= ), the correlation between the LII signal 
max( )LIIS T  at detection wavelength detλ ([nm]) with the particle volume fraction is 
expressed as: 
Equation 69 
det
1543 ([ ])
max 1 0
( ) nmLII p p pS T C N d ddλ
+∞
= ∫  
Figure 48. Fluence dependence of LII signal [17] 
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Where pN  is the number density as a function of primary particle diameter pd  in the 
sample volume. 
Soot volume fraction vf  is given by: 
Equation 70 
3
0
1
6v p pp
f N dddpi
∞  
=  
 ∫
 
From Equation 69 and Equation 70 it is obvious that the LII signal is not linearly 
proportional to soot volume fraction.  However, qualitative measurement of soot volume 
fraction can be made with the laser fluence in the plateau region (Figure 48), assuming 
the increase in detected LII signal is a result of increasing of soot volume fraction vf . 
Figure 49 shows the experimental layout with the two-camera setup.  High-speed 
combustion natural soot luminosity was captured by a visible-range digital color camera 
at 0.5 CAD intervals.  The laser beam, characterized by a Gaussian profile, is formed 
into a horizontal laser sheet using a cylindrical plano-concave and spherical convex lens 
pair.  An iris was adjusted to match the light sheet width with that of the piston crown 
window.  This laser sheet of approximately 0.5 mm thickness and 12.90 mm width was 
delivered through the combustion chamber via a series of flat fused silica windows 
mounted in both the adapter plate connecting the cylinder head to the crank-case, and 
the piston crown, respectively.  The optical access supplied by these lateral windows is 
designed to provide laser sheet access for piston position around TDC from -30°aTDC 
to 30°aTDC.  The laser energy entering the side window was maintained at 95.8 
mJ/pulse.  Considering the energy measurements and the optical geometry of the 
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current setup, laser fluence is expected to be within the plateau region where the LII 
signal is nearly independent of laser fluence. 
 
The LII signal was acquired by an intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments PI-
MAX2, GEN II intensifier) once every engine cycle.  The ICCD camera is aligned with 
the axis of the extended piston through a first surface mirror and a 50R/50T neutral 
density beam splitter.  A filter pack comprising a 385 nm long-pass and 420 nm 
wavelength band, with a third color filter (BG39) used to block luminosity that would 
otherwise leak through the wings of the short-pass filter.  This spectral range is 
expected to be relatively free of interference from PAH fluorescence and 2C  Swan-band 
emissions [17, 165, 166].  Each frame is synchronized with the engine crankshaft 
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Surface Mirror 
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Figure 49. Schematic of the optical setup for the simultaneous soot diagnostics using LII and 
high-speed two-color technique 
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position using a crankshaft mounted optical-encoder, and field-programmable gate 
array microprocessor (National Instruments cRIO/DRIVVEN Inc) which in turn triggers a 
delay generator (Stanford Research DG535).  The delay generator was responsible for 
providing triggers for the Q-switch and the laser lamp.  In such a configuration, the 
camera field of view, as represented by the red circle in Figure 49 covers the 40 mm 
diameter combustion bowl.  The horizontal laser sheet travels from bottom (exhaust 
valves) to top (intake valves) of the frame.  The white solid line represents the boundary 
of the laser sheet.  The white dashed line represents the spray orientation.  Swirl motion 
is in the clockwise direction. 
Experimental results reported here are taken from the optical engine operated at 1200 
RPM with command injection pressure of 800 bar and a swirl ratio of 2.0.  The engine 
was pre-heated to a temperature of 60°C.  Inlet temperatures and pressures were at 
ambient levels. 
JP-8 was chosen for experiments in an effort to contribute to the knowledge base of 
diesel engine operation using this fuel.  JP-8 has been adopted by the US Department 
of Defense (DoD) and NATO militaries as the single fuel used by air and land-based 
systems in the Single Fuel Concept (SFC) to simplify logistics.  It is characterized by a 
low aromatic content and a T50 distillation temperature lower than that of ultra low sulfur 
diesel fuel (ULSD).  The properties of JP-8 used for the experiments are shown in Table 
10.  The atmospheric pressure distillation curve of this fuel (ASTM D86), as provided by 
a third-party institute, is shown in Figure 50. 
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Table 10. Fuel specifications 
 JP-8 
Cetane Number 49 
Density@15° C (kg/m ) 798 
Bulk Modulus (@800 bar) MPa 2395 
Kinematic Viscosity @40°C 
(mm/sec) 1.368 
Aromatic Content (mass %) 16.3 
 
INJECTION CALIBRATION 
A volume based injection calibration was performed.  The injector was set up to deliver 
fuel into a vessel connected at its highest point to a blown glass volume with a thin 
glass tube.  Two photoelectric sensors are clamped onto the glass tube above and 
below the volume at levels corresponding to a volume difference of 51.6 ml.  A data 
acquisition system monitored the number of injections required to raise the fuel level 
between the photoelectric sensors.  To eliminate thermal expansion effects, the fuel 
temperature in the vessel was controlled by circulating chilled water through a copper 
tube spiral inside the vessel.  Water flow was adjusted with a solenoid valve controlled 
by a PID controller (Omega CN76000) with a temperature feedback from a 
Figure 50. Distillation curves for JP-8 
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thermocouple located in the vessel.  During the calibration experiment, the fuel 
temperature in the vessel was maintained at 22.2° C. 
Fuel mass per injection determined by the calibration was corrected to account for 
cylinder backpressure at the time of injection that differs from the atmospheric pressure 
at which the calibration was performed. 
Equation 71 
rail atm
fuel cal
rail cyl
P P
m m
P P
−
=
−
  
Where m is the predicted fuel mass delivered into the cylinder per cycle, m is the 
fuel mass determined during calibration, P ! is rail pressure, P"# is the atmospheric 
back pressure at which calibration was performed, and P$is the cylinder pressure at the 
time of injection. 
The injection pressure was monitored with a strain gauge pressure transducer (AVL 
SL31D-2000) mounted on the high pressure jumper line between the common rail and 
the injector.  During calibration, the injection pressure was kept constant by the PID 
control of an open ECU (ETAS). 
Experiments were run in skip-fire mode in order to attain steady thermal conditions in a 
minimal time to avoid soot buildup on the piston window.  The relatively low surface 
temperature and high blowby characteristic of optical engine operation leads to ignition 
delays longer than those expected from a comparable conventional engine.  As a result, 
under single injection mode, the rate of pressure rise in this optical engine is fairly high 
and load-limiting.  This limit was extended in the experiments by using a double 
injection mode. 
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To determine optimal double injection parameters for best fuel economy operation, a 
series of performance tests were conducted.  Initially, a start of injection (SOI) sweep 
was conducted with a single injection, which indicated peak IMEP occurs at an SOI of -
8.3°aTDC.  Main injection duration was chosen as the value that yields 2 bar IMEP at 
this SOI.  The main timing was then fixed at this value, -8.3°aTDC, and a sweep of pilot 
injection timings made, as shown in Table 11.  The pilot injection fuel mass was 
established as the maximum that at the 800 bar rail pressure could be injected without 
fuel jet impingement on the walls of the piston bowl, as established by spray images.  
From this pilot sweep, -25°aTDC pilot SOI was determined to provide the highest IMEP.  
A second iteration was then made, with the pilot injection held at -25°aTDC while a 
second main injection sweep was performed from -8°aTDC to 14°aTDC with a step of 2 
CAD.  The pilot and main injection activation time were kept the same as Table 11 
respectively.  The pilot/main fuel fraction is 30%/70%. 
Table 11. Pilot injection sweep with fixed main injection event at -8.3°aTDC under command 
injection pressure at 800 bar, 1200 RPM, swirl ratio 2.0 
Pilot Injection Timing 
Demand (°aTDC) -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 
Main Injection Timing 
Demand (°aTDC) -8.3 
Pilot Activation Time (µs) 300 
Main Activation Time (µs) 415 
Corrected Pilot Injection 
Mass (mg/cycle) 2.43 
Corrected Main Injection 
Mass (mg/cycle) 5.61 
With main start of injection fixed at -8.3°aTDC, Figure 51 shows the effect of pilot 
injection timing on IMEP.  As a consequence of the angle of fuel-jet axis and piston 
geometry, the spray is not delivered into the bowl with pilot injection before -28.3°aTDC, 
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which explains the abrupt change when shifting pilot SOI from -30°aTDC to -25°aTDC.  
At this early timing fuel is instead delivered to the squish zone, where oxidation is 
incomplete, resulting in a drop in IMEP and a rise in fuel consumption. 
 
With fixed pilot start of injection at -25°aTDC, Figure 52 shows the effect of main 
injection timing.  At 6°aTDC, the engine has the highest IMEP at 2.1 bar and the lowest 
fuel consumption of 270.3 g/kW-h.  Since the injected fuel mass was held constant, the 
integrated rate of heat release serves as an indicator of combustion efficiency, which 
deteriorates at the advanced SOIs as a result of fuel wall impingement. 
 
Figure 52. IMEP, ISFC and integrated ARHR over sweep of main SOI timing with fixed pilot SOI at -
25°aTDC 
Figure 51. IMEP and ISFC over sweep of pilot SOI timing with fixed main SOI at -8.3°aTDC 
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The ISFC-soot trade-off over the sweep of main injection timings was examined.  As 
seen in Figure 53, the lowest fuel consumption combination (pilot SOI -25°aTDC and 
main SOI 6°aTDC) has the greatest amount of heat released by EVO, while generating 
1.14 mg/m engine-out soot emission.  Evident is the decrease in engine-out soot as 
SOI is retarded beyond TDC (SOI of 6, 8, 10°aTDC).  This trend is accompanied by 
increasing fuel consumption as the later combustion phasing reduces the degree of 
expansion, but increases late-cycle temperatures and soot oxidation rates.  The trend is 
not monotonic, as engine-out soot is found to increase for the advanced SOI timings of -
2° and -6°aTDC.  This is believed to be the result of the negative ignition dwell times at 
these injection timings.  Under these conditions, ignition delay is shorter than the 
injection duration and fuel is delivered into a combusting mixture leading to locally rich 
soot-producing conditions. 
 
The operating point chosen for comparing two-color and LII soot measurements was 
that producing peak IMEP.  Therefore, pilot SOI at -25°aTDC with 0.3 msec duration, 
and main SOI at 6°aTDC with 0.415 msec duration is chosen as the operating point for 
soot optical diagnostics.  With the JP-8 fuel used, the engine efficiency as observed 
Figure 53. Fuel consumption and engine-out soot emission curve with integrated ARHR over 
sweep of main SOI timing with fixed pilot SOI at -25°aTDC in Figure 52 
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through IMEP values at a constant fueling rate was largely insensitive to start of pilot 
injection timing over a broad range of crank angles, from -25° to -15°aTDC. 
Shown in the respective columns of Figure 54 are crank-angle-resolved color images of 
luminosity and the corresponding soot temperature and KL distributions calculated from 
them using two-color thermometry.  The grey areas in the second and the third column 
are the saturation zones on the CMOS chip due to high luminous soot radiation.  The 
synchronous LII image recorded by the ICCD camera at 18°aTDC is in the fourth 
column.  The color scale shows the pixel count of the LII signal after background 
correction and the white solid/dashed line indicates the boundary of the laser sheet.  
Since the gated LII signal is taken to be proportional to the soot volume fraction, as per 
the analysis above, the color scale of the pixel count is considered to be representative 
of soot volume fraction. 
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Figure 54. Spatial, crank-angle-resolved soot natural luminosity images taken by high-speed 
CMOS color camera, calculated soot temperature and KL factor, and LII soot 
luminosity taken at 18°aTDC by ICCD camera within the same engine cycle 
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In Figure 54 at 18°aTDC, the spatial occurrence of the upper, high intensity LII signal 
does not have an elevated KL region in the corresponding image.  This is unlikely to be 
due to soot sublimation during LII, since an elevated KL  region is not evident in the 
preceding frame at 17.5°aTDC, recorded prior to the laser pulse.  The absence of soot 
luminosity signal in this region can only be explained by the soot being at a temperature 
below the detection threshold of the CMOS camera, implying a sharp temperature 
gradient in the area immediately surrounding the location of the LII signal.  The soot 
region appearing in the lower part of the LII image does have a corresponding KL 
region. 
The further detail of this investigation is presented in the publication, “Simultaneous 
High-speed Two-color Thermometry and Laser-induced Incandescence Soot 
Measurements in A Small-Bore Optical Engine Fueled with JP-8” [167]. 
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Chapter 10 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
1. This work firstly achieves the implementation of the classic soot two-color 
thermometry on a high-speed digital color camera, for the first time realizing crank-
angle-resolved spatial distribution measurements of in-cylinder soot temperature and 
optical thickness KL as combustion proceeds in an engine cycle. 
2. CARS, LII and quantitative imaging data from a calibration flame are used to 
develop a soot emissivity model to improve the classic soot two-color thermometry 
technique.  The method directly yields soot volume fraction instead of soot optical 
thickness KL . 
3. A comparison has been made between high-speed soot two-color thermometry 
measurements and temperature predictions made by a reacting flow CFD model and 
simulated classic two-color method in an engine application fueled with ULSD.  
Applying a widely used and classic soot emissivity model, simulated two-color 
thermometry over-estimates soot temperature by 10%-20% in most crank angle 
intervals.  The difference between simulated and experimentally determined values 
of in-cylinder soot temperature decreases to ±5% upon application of the developed 
soot emissivity model. 
4. The limitation of line-of-sight two-color thermometry is investigated by comparing in-
cylinder soot optical thickness KL with simultaneously sampled soot laser-induced 
incandescence (LII) signal obtained from an optical engine.  The results exhibit local 
differences, implying the occurrence of significant temperature gradients along the 
line of sight.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS  
1. Soot emissivity model mentioned in this work assumes that all soot particles are 
spherical which is different from soot morphology observations.  The effect of soot 
particle shape on emissivity is recommended to investigate further. 
2. Since the improved high-speed two-color thermometry also allows the quantitative 
measurements of crank-angle-resolved, spatial distributions of in-cylinder soot 
volume fraction instead of soot optical thickness KL , the measurement of soot net 
formation rates in-situ is recommended in the future.  
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APPENDIX A MATLAB ROUTINE FOR APPARENT HEAT RELEASE RATE 
CALCULATION WITH SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO CORRECTION 
clc;close all;clear all; 
  
PathName='C:\...\B155\'; 
y= [PathName,'*.ifile']; 
FileName = dir(y); 
  
[FileName_Varlist,PathName_Varlist] = uigetfile('*.txt',… 
'Select Varlist2Save text file'); 
y_Varlist= [PathName_Varlist,FileName_Varlist]; 
  
Varlist2Save=importvarlist2save(FileName_Varlist); 
  
SOI = linspace(-25,-25,length(FileName));% Define Start of Injection(SOI) CAD 
  
for u = 1:length(FileName) 
    close all; 
    y_ifile= [PathName,FileName(u,1).name]; 
 
    TestName = FileName(u,1).name(1:5); 
    x= [TestName,'_IndiComdata.mat']; 
  
    if(exist(x)==0) 
        
[PCYL1,NLFT1,PLIN1,PHANTOM,CRIO1,FID]=Importifile(FileName(u,1).name); 
         
clear PHANTOM 
         
clear NumberofCycles NumberofPoints MaxCrankAngle MinCrankAngle… 
AcquisitionStep 
         
NumberofCycles = length(PCYL1.data(1,:)); 
      NumberofPoints = length(PCYL1.data(:,1)); 
      MaxCrankAngle = max(PCYL1.axis(:,1)); 
      MinCrankAngle = min(PCYL1.axis(:,1)); 
      AcquisitionStep = (MaxCrankAngle-MinCrankAngle)/(NumberofPoints-1); 
  
      clear InjectionCycle FirstInjectionCycle a 
      disp(['Make Injection Index for ',TestName]); 
      InjectionCycle = zeros(1,NumberofCycles); 
      a = min(CRIO1.data(:,1)); 
      if(a>5) 
          InjectionCycle(1) = 0; 
      elseif(a<3) 
          InjectionCycle(1) = 1; 
      end 
  
      for k = 2:NumberofCycles 
          a = min(CRIO1.data(:,k)); 
          if(a>5) 
              InjectionCycle(k) = 0; 
          elseif(a<3) 
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              InjectionCycle(k) = InjectionCycle(k-1)+1; 
          end 
          clear a 
      end 
      clear a 
  
      for k = 1:NumberofCycles 
          if(InjectionCycle(k)==1) 
              FirstInjectionCycle = k; 
              break; 
          else 
              FirstInjectionCycle = 0; 
          end 
      end 
     
      clear IndicomCycle 
      IndicomCycle = [1:NumberofCycles]'; 
  
      clear InjectionCycle_Filtered 
      InjectionCycle_Filtered = InjectionCycle((InjectionCycle ~= 0)); 
  
      clear IndicomCycle_Filtered NumberofFilteredCycles 
      IndicomCycle_Filtered = IndicomCycle((InjectionCycle ~= 0)); 
      NumberofFilteredCycles = length(IndicomCycle_Filtered); 
  
      clear PCYL1_Filtered 
      PCYL1_Filtered = 
struct('data',zeros(NumberofPoints,NumberofFilteredCycles),... 
            'axis',PCYL1.axis(:,1),'units','Pa','description','Filtered 
Cylinder Pressure','tdc_offset',0); 
      for k = 1:NumberofFilteredCycles 
          PCYL1_Filtered.data(:,k) = PCYL1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
      end 
  
      clear NLFT1_Filtered 
      NLFT1_Filtered = struct('data',zeros(length(NLFT1.data(:,1)),… 
NumberofFilteredCycles),'axis',NLFT1.axis(:,1),… 
'units','Pa','description',… 
'Filtered Cylinder Pressure','tdc_offset',0); 
      for k = 1:NumberofFilteredCycles 
          NLFT1_Filtered.data(:,k) = NLFT1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
      end 
  
      clear PLIN1_Filtered 
      PLIN1_Filtered = struct('data',zeros(length(PLIN1.data(:,1)),… 
NumberofFilteredCycles),'axis',PLIN1.axis(:,1),… 
'units','Pa','description',… 
'Filtered Cylinder Pressure','tdc_offset',0); 
      for k = 1:NumberofFilteredCycles 
          PLIN1_Filtered.data(:,k) = PLIN1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
      end         
      clear CRIO1_Filtered 
      CRIO1_Filtered = struct('data',zeros(length(CRIO1.data(:,1)),… 
NumberofFilteredCycles),'axis',CRIO1.axis(:,1),… 
'units','Pa','description',… 
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'Filtered Cylinder Pressure','tdc_offset',0); 
      for k = 1:NumberofFilteredCycles 
          CRIO1_Filtered.data(:,k) = CRIO1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
      end 
         
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Process Needle Lift 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      [CAD_Start_NLFT1 CAD_Peak_NLFT1 CAD_End_NLFT1]=… 
ProcessNLFT1(TestName,NumberofPoints,NumberofCycles,NLFT1,… 
InjectionCycle,-8,-8,0); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Process Rail Pressure 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      Window_Start = -23; 
      Window_End = -18; 
      disp(['Calculating the average of PLIN1 from Start of NLFT1 to End of 
NLFT1 from ',num2str(Window_Start),' CAD to ',num2str(Window_End),' CAD for 
',TestName]); 
      PLIN1_Mean = ProcessPLIN1(NumberofCycles,NumberofPoints,… 
InjectionCycle,PLIN1,Window_Start,… 
Window_End); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Calculate the cylinder pressure near EVO 
    %%%%%%%%%5%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
      EVO = 145; 
      AvgPCYLWindow = [-15.5 -14.5]; 
      disp(['Calculating the average cylinder pressure near EVO from 
',num2str(EVO-1),' CAD to ',num2str(EVO+1),' CAD for ',TestName]); 
      disp(['Calculating the average cylinder pressure near TDC from 
',num2str(AvgPCYLWindow(1)),' CAD to ',num2str(AvgPCYLWindow(2)),' CAD for 
',TestName]); 
      [PCYL1_EVO,PCYL1_TDC]= ProcessPCYL1(NumberofCycles,NumberofPoints,… 
PCYL1,EVO,AvgPCYLWindow); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Calculate PCYL_VA1 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
      AvgPCYLWindow = [-27 -26]; 
      disp(['Calculating the average cylinder pressure from ',… 
num2str(AvgPCYLWindow(1)),' CAD to ',num2str(AvgPCYLWindow(2)),… 
' CAD for ',TestName]); 
      [PCYL_VA1]= ProcessPCYL_VA(NumberofCycles,NumberofPoints,… 
PCYL1,AvgPCYLWindow); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Engine Parameters 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      disp(['Importing engine geometry']); 
      CrankRadius = 45*10^(-3);             %Unit is [m] 
      Stroke = 2*CrankRadius;               %Unit is [m] 
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      RodLength = 148*10^(-3);              %Unit is [m] 
      Bore = 85*10^(-3);                    %Unit is [m] 
      CompressionRatio = 15;                %Geometric Compression Ratio 
      Vd= Stroke*pi*(Bore/2)^2;             %Displacement Volume [m^3] 
      Vc = Vd/(CompressionRatio - 1);       %Clearance Volume [m^3] 
      s = CrankRadius*cos(PCYL1.axis(:,1)*pi/180)+… 
   (RodLength^2-CrankRadius^2*(sin(PCYL1.axis(:,1)*pi/180)).^2).^0.5; 
%[m] 
 
    %Cylinder volume V at any Crank Angle [m^3] 
V = Vc + pi*(Bore^2)*(RodLength + CrankRadius - s)/4; 
R = 8.3143;       %Universal Gas Constant 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Calculate Compression Temp 
%%%%%%%%%5%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
disp(['Calculate Compression Temperature for ',TestName,' [K]']); 
  
      clear BDC 
      for i=1:NumberofPoints 
          if(round(PCYL1.axis(i)*10)>-1800) 
              BDC = i; 
              break; 
    end 
      end 
  
      k=1;i=1;Temp_Intake=300;    % Input intake temperature [K] 
      clear Mass_of_air 
      for k = 1:NumberofCycles 
Mass_of_air(k) = mean(PCYL1.data(BDC-10:BDC+10,k))*… 
(Vd+Vc)*28.96/(Temp_Intake*R); 
      end 
  
      clear Mass 
      Mass=mean(Mass_of_air(k)); 
  
      clear Temp_Compression 
      for k = 1:NumberofCycles 
          Temp_Compression(:,k) = PCYL1.data(:,k).*V*28.96./(Mass*R); 
      end 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % y Calculation 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      IVC = -160; 
      EVO = 145; 
      yScanWindow = [-50 50]; 
      [y,y_CS,y_ES] = ProcessPolytropic(V,PCYL1,InjectionCycle,… 
NumberofCycles,NumberofPoints,IVC,… 
EVO,yScanWindow); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % RHR Calculation 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      disp(['Calculating dVda for ',TestName,' [m^3/deg]']); 
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      dVda = ProcessVolume(AcquisitionStep,NumberofPoints,V,PCYL1); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Calculate the net indicated work per cycle 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      disp(['Calculating IMEP for ',TestName]); 
      IMEP1 = ProcessIMEP(NumberofCycles,dVda,Vd,PCYL1); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % dPda Calculation (Central Difference) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      IntervalStartAngle = -360;  %Unit is [deg] 
      IntervalEndAngle = 359.9;           %Unit is [deg] 
      disp(['Calculating dPda from ',num2str(IntervalStartAngle),… 
' CAD to ',num2str(IntervalEndAngle),' CAD for ',TestName,… 
' [Pa/deg]']); 
      dPda = ProcessdPda(NumberofPoints,NumberofCycles,… 
IntervalStartAngle,IntervalEndAngle,PCYL1); 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % dQnda Calculation 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      disp(['Calculating RHR for ',TestName,' [kJ/(m^3*deg)]']); 
  
      clear dQnda 
      dQnda = struct('data',zeros(NumberofPoints,NumberofCycles),… 
'axis',PCYL1.axis(:,1),'units','kJ/(m^3*deg)',… 
'description','Rate of Heat Release','tdc_offset',0); 
      k=1;i=1; 
      for k=1:NumberofCycles 
          for i = 1:NumberofPoints 
              dQnda.data(i,k)=(y(1,k)/(y(1,k)-1)*… 
PCYL1.data(i,k).*dVda.data(i)+… 
(1/(y(1,k)-1))*V(i).*dPda.data(i,k))/(1000*Vd); 
          end 
      end 
      clear dPda dVda 
  
      clear dQnda_Filtered 
dQnda_Filtered=struct('data',… 
zeros(NumberofPoints,NumberofFilteredCycles),… 
'axis',PCYL1.axis(:,1),'units','Pa',… 
'description','Filtered Cylinder Pressure',… 
'tdc_offset',0); 
      for k = 1:NumberofFilteredCycles 
          dQnda_Filtered.data(:,k) = dQnda.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
      end 
  
disp(['Saving PCYL1,NLFT1,PLIN1,PLIN1_Mean,IMEP1,dQnda,d2Qnda2,… 
IntQn for ',TestName]); 
  
     NumberofCycles = length(PCYL1.data(1,:)); 
     IndicomCycle = [1:NumberofCycles]'; 
     InjectionCycle = zeros(1,NumberofCycles); 
     a = min(CRIO1.data(:,1)); 
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     if(a>5) 
         InjectionCycle(1) = 0; 
     elseif(a<3) 
         InjectionCycle(1) = 1; 
     end 
     for k = 2:NumberofCycles 
         a = min(CRIO1.data(:,k)); 
         if(a>5) 
               InjectionCycle(k) = 0; 
         elseif(a<3) 
               InjectionCycle(k) = InjectionCycle(k-1)+1; 
         end 
         clear a 
     end 
     IndicomCycle_Filtered = IndicomCycle((InjectionCycle ~= 0)); 
     NumberofFilteredCycles = length(IndicomCycle_Filtered); 
     
     % Important Save 
disp(['Saving IndiCom data for ',TestName]); 
      clear x 
      x= [TestName,'_IndiComdata']; 
      save(x,'TestName'); 
      x = [x,'.mat']; 
  
      for i = 1:length(Varlist2Save) 
          if(exist(Varlist2Save{i,1})) 
              z = Varlist2Save{i,1}; 
              save(x,Varlist2Save{i,1},'-append'); 
          end 
      end 
  
      disp(['Clearing IndiCom data for ',TestName]); 
 
else 
      disp([x,' exists.']); 
      clear x 
      disp(['Loading IndiCom data for ',TestName]); 
      x= [TestName,'_IndiComdata']; 
      load(x, '-mat'); 
         
      NumberofCycles = length(PCYL1.data(1,:)); 
      IndicomCycle = [1:NumberofCycles]'; 
      InjectionCycle = zeros(1,NumberofCycles); 
      a = min(CRIO1.data(:,1)); 
      if(a>5) 
          InjectionCycle(1) = 0; 
      elseif(a<3) 
          InjectionCycle(1) = 1; 
      End 
 
      for k = 2:NumberofCycles 
          a = min(CRIO1.data(:,k)); 
          if(a>5) 
              InjectionCycle(k) = 0; 
          elseif(a<3) 
              InjectionCycle(k) = InjectionCycle(k-1)+1; 
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          end 
          clear a 
      end 
      clear a 
      IndicomCycle_Filtered = IndicomCycle((InjectionCycle ~= 0)); 
      NumberofFilteredCycles = length(IndicomCycle_Filtered); 
end 
     
clearvars -except PathName FileName NumberofFTIRPoints File… 
Compare_FTIR_Start Compare_FTIR_End u NumberofCycles… 
NumberofPoints TestName TimeLine_Indicom InjectionCycle… 
dQnda PCYL1 IMEP1 Qn NLFT1 PLIN1 Temp_Compression… 
IndicomCycle_Filtered CRIO1 SOI Varlist2Save 
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APPENDIX B MATLAB ROUTINE FOR SEPARATING CYLINDER DATA 
ACCORDING TO SKIP/FIRE PATTERN AND TECPLOT 360 OUTPUT 
clear Compare_Indicom_Start_Cycle 
 
Compare_Indicom_Start_Cycle = 1; 
disp(['IndiCom Start Cycle# is: ',num2str(Compare_Indicom_Start_Cycle)]); 
Compare_Indicom_End_Cycle = NumberofCycles; 
disp(['IndiCom End Cycle# is: ',num2str(Compare_Indicom_End_Cycle)]); 
 
disp(['Classify firing cycles for ',TestName]); 
clear a b c d e… 
RHR_1stfiring PCYL1_1stfiring IMEP1_1stfiring... 
      IntRHR_1stfiring NLFT_1stfiring PLIN1_1stfiring... 
      Temp_Compression_1stfiring... 
      RHR_2ndfiring PCYL1_2ndfiring IMEP1_2ndfiring... 
      IntRHR_2ndfiring NLFT_2ndfiring PLIN1_2ndfiring... 
      Temp_Compression_2ndfiring... 
      RHR_3rdfiring PCYL1_3rdfiring IMEP1_3rdfiring... 
      IntRHR_3rdfiring NLFT_3rdfiring PLIN1_3rdfiring... 
      Temp_Compression_3rdfiring... 
      RHR_allfiring PCYL1_allfiring IMEP1_allfiring... 
      IntRHR_allfiring NLFT_allfiring PLIN1_allfiring... 
      Temp_Compression_allfiring... 
      RHR_Motoring PCYL1_Motoring IMEP1_Motoring... 
      IntRHR_Motoring NLFT_Motoring PLIN1_Motoring... 
      Temp_Compression_Motoring 
 
j=1;a=1;b=1;c=1;d=1;e=1; 
for k = Compare_Indicom_Start_Cycle:Compare_Indicom_End_Cycle 
if(InjectionCycle(k) == 1) 
    RHR_1stfiring(:,a) = dQnda.data(:,k); 
PCYL1_1stfiring(:,a) = PCYL1.data(:,k); 
         IMEP1_1stfiring(:,a) = IMEP1(:,k); 
         IntRHR_1stfiring(:,a) = Qn.data(:,k); 
         NLFT_1stfiring(:,a) = NLFT1.data(:,k); 
         PLIN1_1stfiring(:,a) = PLIN1.data(:,k); 
         Temp_Compression_1stfiring(:,a) = Temp_Compression(:,k); 
         CRIO1_1stfiring(:,a) = CRIO1.data(:,k); 
         a = a+1; 
    elseif(InjectionCycle(k) == 2) 
         RHR_2ndfiring(:,b) = dQnda.data(:,k); 
         PCYL1_2ndfiring(:,b) = PCYL1.data(:,k); 
         IMEP1_2ndfiring(:,b) = IMEP1(:,k); 
         IntRHR_2ndfiring(:,b) = Qn.data(:,k); 
         NLFT_2ndfiring(:,b) = NLFT1.data(:,k); 
         PLIN1_2ndfiring(:,b) = PLIN1.data(:,k); 
         Temp_Compression_2ndfiring(:,b) = Temp_Compression(:,k); 
         CRIO1_2ndfiring(:,b) = CRIO1.data(:,k); 
         b = b+1; 
    elseif(InjectionCycle(k) == 3) 
         RHR_3rdfiring(:,c) = dQnda.data(:,k); 
         PCYL1_3rdfiring(:,c) = PCYL1.data(:,k); 
         IMEP1_3rdfiring(:,c) = IMEP1(:,k); 
         IntRHR_3rdfiring(:,c) = Qn.data(:,k); 
         NLFT_3rdfiring(:,c) = NLFT1.data(:,k); 
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         PLIN1_3rdfiring(:,c) = PLIN1.data(:,k); 
         Temp_Compression_3rdfiring(:,c) = Temp_Compression(:,k); 
         CRIO1_3rdfiring(:,c) = CRIO1.data(:,k); 
         c = c+1; 
    elseif(InjectionCycle(k) == 0) 
         RHR_Motoring(:,d) = dQnda.data(:,k); 
         PCYL1_Motoring(:,d) = PCYL1.data(:,k); 
         IMEP1_Motoring(:,d) = IMEP1(:,k); 
         IntRHR_Motoring(:,d) = Qn.data(:,k); 
         NLFT_Motoring(:,d) = NLFT1.data(:,k); 
         PLIN1_Motoring(:,d) = PLIN1.data(:,k); 
         Temp_Compression_Motoring(:,d) = Temp_Compression(:,k); 
         d = d+1; 
    end 
end 
 
disp(['Pick out firing cycles.']); 
for k = 1:length(IndicomCycle_Filtered) 
    if((IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)>=Compare_Indicom_Start_Cycle)&&... 
         (IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)<=Compare_Indicom_End_Cycle)) 
         RHR_allfiring(:,e) = dQnda.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         PCYL1_allfiring(:,e) = PCYL1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         IMEP1_allfiring(:,e) = IMEP1(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         IntRHR_allfiring(:,e) = Qn.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         NLFT_allfiring(:,e) = NLFT1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         PLIN1_allfiring(:,e) = PLIN1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         Temp_Compression_allfiring(:,e) = 
Temp_Compression(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         CRIO1_allfiring(:,e) = CRIO1.data(:,IndicomCycle_Filtered(k)); 
         e = e+1; 
    end 
end 
 
clear NumberofAllFiringCycles Numberof1stFiringCycles… 
Numberof2ndFiringCycles Numberof3rdFiringCycles NumberofMotoringCycles 
Numberof1stFiringCycles=a-1; 
Numberof2ndFiringCycles=b-1; 
Numberof3rdFiringCycles=c-1; 
NumberofMotoringCycles=d-1; 
NumberofAllFiringCycles = e-1; 
disp([num2str(Numberof1stFiringCycles),' 1st firing cycles']); 
disp([num2str(Numberof2ndFiringCycles),' 2nd firing cycles']); 
disp([num2str(Numberof3rdFiringCycles),' 3rd firing cycles']); 
disp([num2str(NumberofMotoringCycles),' motoring cycles']); 
disp([num2str(NumberofAllFiringCycles),' firing cycles']); 
 
clear a b c d e 
 
disp(['Make average of RHR for ',TestName]); 
clear RHR_1stfiring_mean PCYL1_1stfiring_mean IMEP1_1stfiring_mean... 
      IntRHR_1stfiring_mean NLFT_1stfiring_mean PLIN1_1stfiring_mean... 
      Temp_Compression_1stfiring_mean CRIO1_1stfiring_mean 
a=1; 
for i=1:length(dQnda.axis) 
    RHR_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(RHR_1stfiring(i,:)); 
    PCYL1_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PCYL1_1stfiring(i,:)); 
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    IntRHR_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(IntRHR_1stfiring(i,:)); 
Temp_Compression_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = 
mean(Temp_Compression_1stfiring(i,:)); 
 
if((dQnda.axis(i,1)>=CRIO1.axis(1,1))&&… 
(dQnda.axis(i,1)<=CRIO1.axis(end,1))) 
        CRIO1_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(CRIO1_1stfiring(a,:)); 
  a=a+1; 
else 
    CRIO1_1stfiring_mean(i,1)=0; 
    end 
end 
 
IMEP1_1stfiring_mean = mean(IMEP1_1stfiring); 
 
for i=1:length(NLFT1.axis) 
    NLFT_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(NLFT_1stfiring(i,:)); 
end 
 
for i=1:length(PLIN1.axis) 
    PLIN1_1stfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PLIN1_1stfiring(i,:)); 
end 
 
clear RHR_1stfiring PCYL1_1stfiring IMEP1_1stfiring… 
IntRHR_1stfiring NLFT_1stfiring PLIN1_1stfiring… 
Temp_Compression_1stfiring CRIO1_1stfiring 
 
clear RHR_2ndfiring_mean PCYL1_2ndfiring_mean IMEP1_2ndfiring_mean... 
      IntRHR_2ndfiring_mean NLFT_2ndfiring_mean PLIN1_2ndfiring_mean... 
      Temp_Compression_2ndfiring_mean CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean 
a=1; 
for i=1:length(dQnda.axis) 
    RHR_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(RHR_2ndfiring(i,:)); 
    PCYL1_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PCYL1_2ndfiring(i,:)); 
    IntRHR_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(IntRHR_2ndfiring(i,:)); 
Temp_Compression_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = 
mean(Temp_Compression_2ndfiring(i,:)); 
 
if((dQnda.axis(i,1)>=CRIO1.axis(1,1))&&… 
(dQnda.axis(i,1)<=CRIO1.axis(end,1))) 
        CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(CRIO1_2ndfiring(a,:)); 
        a=a+1; 
    else 
        CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean(i,1)=0; 
    end 
end 
 
IMEP1_2ndfiring_mean = mean(IMEP1_2ndfiring); 
for i=1:length(NLFT1.axis) 
    NLFT_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(NLFT_2ndfiring(i,:)); 
end 
for i=1:length(PLIN1.axis) 
    PLIN1_2ndfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PLIN1_2ndfiring(i,:)); 
end 
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clear RHR_2ndfiring PCYL1_2ndfiring IMEP1_2ndfiring… 
IntRHR_2ndfiring NLFT_2ndfiring PLIN1_2ndfiring… 
Temp_Compression_2ndfiring CRIO1_2ndfiring 
 
clear RHR_3rdfiring_mean PCYL1_3rdfiring_mean IMEP1_3rdfiring_mean… 
IntRHR_3rdfiring_mean NLFT_3rdfiring_mean PLIN1_3rdfiring_mean… 
Temp_Compression_3rdfiring_mean CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean 
a=1; 
for i=1:length(dQnda.axis) 
    RHR_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(RHR_3rdfiring(i,:)); 
    PCYL1_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PCYL1_3rdfiring(i,:)); 
    IntRHR_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(IntRHR_3rdfiring(i,:)); 
Temp_Compression_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) =  
mean(Temp_Compression_3rdfiring(i,:)); 
 
if((dQnda.axis(i,1)>=CRIO1.axis(1,1))&&… 
(dQnda.axis(i,1)<=CRIO1.axis(end,1))) 
        CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(CRIO1_3rdfiring(a,:)); 
        a=a+1; 
    else 
        CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean(i,1)=0; 
    end 
end 
 
IMEP1_3rdfiring_mean = mean(IMEP1_3rdfiring); 
for i=1:length(NLFT1.axis) 
    NLFT_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(NLFT_3rdfiring(i,:)); 
end 
 
for i=1:length(PLIN1.axis) 
    PLIN1_3rdfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PLIN1_3rdfiring(i,:)); 
end 
 
clear RHR_3rdfiring PCYL1_3rdfiring IMEP1_3rdfiring… 
IntRHR_3rdfiring NLFT_3rdfiring PLIN1_3rdfiring… 
Temp_Compression_3rdfiring CRIO1_3rdfiring 
 
clear RHR_allfiring_mean PCYL1_allfiring_mean IMEP1_allfiring_mean… 
IntRHR_allfiring_mean NLFT_allfiring_mean PLIN1_allfiring_mean… 
Temp_Compression_allfiring_mean CRIO1_allfiring_mean 
 
for i=1:length(dQnda.axis) 
RHR_allfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(RHR_allfiring(i,:)); 
PCYL1_allfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PCYL1_allfiring(i,:)); 
IntRHR_allfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(IntRHR_allfiring(i,:)); 
Temp_Compression_allfiring_mean(i,1) = 
mean(Temp_Compression_allfiring(i,:)); 
end 
 
IMEP1_allfiring_mean = mean(IMEP1_allfiring); 
 
for i=1:length(NLFT1.axis) 
    NLFT_allfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(NLFT_allfiring(i,:)); 
End 
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for i=1:length(PLIN1.axis) 
    PLIN1_allfiring_mean(i,1) = mean(PLIN1_allfiring(i,:)); 
end 
 
clear RHR_allfiring PCYL1_allfiring IMEP1_allfiring… 
IntRHR_allfiring NLFT_allfiring PLIN1_allfiring… 
Temp_Compression_allfiring CRIO1_allfiring 
 
clear RHR_Motoring_mean PCYL1_Motoring_mean IMEP1_Motoring_mean… 
IntRHR_Motoring_mean NLFT_Motoring_mean PLIN1_Motoring_mean… 
Temp_Compression_Motoring_mean 
 
a=1; 
for i=1:length(dQnda.axis) 
    RHR_Motoring_mean(i,1) = mean(RHR_Motoring(i,:)); 
    PCYL1_Motoring_mean(i,1) = mean(PCYL1_Motoring(i,:)); 
    IntRHR_Motoring_mean(i,1) = mean(IntRHR_Motoring(i,:)); 
Temp_Compression_Motoring_mean(i,1) = 
mean(Temp_Compression_Motoring(i,:)); 
end 
 
IMEP1_Motoring_mean = mean(IMEP1_Motoring); 
 
for i=1:length(NLFT1.axis) 
    NLFT_Motoring_mean(i,1) = mean(NLFT_Motoring(i,:)); 
end 
 
for i=1:length(PLIN1.axis) 
    PLIN1_Motoring_mean(i,1) = mean(PLIN1_Motoring(i,:)); 
end 
 
clear RHR_Motoring PCYL1_Motoring IMEP1_Motoring… 
IntRHR_Motoring NLFT_Motoring PLIN1_Motoring… 
Temp_Compression_Motoring 
 
disp(['Export Averaged RHR Data for ',TestName]); 
x= [TestName,'_Avg']; 
crankangle = dQnda.axis(:,1); 
crankangle_NLFT = NLFT1.axis(:,1); 
crankangle_PLIN = PLIN1.axis(:,1); 
 
matrix=[crankangle,PCYL1_1stfiring_mean,PCYL1_2ndfiring_mean,… 
  PCYL1_3rdfiring_mean,PCYL1_Motoring_mean,PCYL1_allfiring_mean,… 
  PLIN1_1stfiring_mean,PLIN1_2ndfiring_mean,PLIN1_3rdfiring_mean,… 
  PLIN1_Motoring_mean,PLIN1_allfiring_mean,NLFT_1stfiring_mean,… 
  NLFT_2ndfiring_mean,NLFT_3rdfiring_mean,NLFT_Motoring_mean,… 
  NLFT_allfiring_mean,RHR_1stfiring_mean,RHR_2ndfiring_mean,… 
  RHR_3rdfiring_mean,RHR_Motoring_mean,RHR_allfiring_mean,… 
  IntRHR_1stfiring_mean,IntRHR_2ndfiring_mean,IntRHR_3rdfiring_mean,… 
  IntRHR_Motoring_mean,IntRHR_allfiring_mean,… 
  Temp_Compression_1stfiring_mean,Temp_Compression_2ndfiring_mean,… 
  Temp_Compression_3rdfiring_mean,Temp_Compression_Motoring_mean,… 
  Temp_Compression_allfiring_mean,CRIO1_1stfiring_mean,… 
  CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean,CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean]; 
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save(x,'TestName','crankangle','RHR_1stfiring_mean','PCYL1_1stfiring_mean',… 
     'IMEP1_1stfiring_mean','IntRHR_1stfiring_mean','NLFT_1stfiring_mean',… 
     'PLIN1_1stfiring_mean','Temp_Compression_1stfiring_mean',… 
     'RHR_2ndfiring_mean','PCYL1_2ndfiring_mean','IMEP1_2ndfiring_mean',… 
     'IntRHR_2ndfiring_mean','NLFT_2ndfiring_mean','PLIN1_2ndfiring_mean',… 
     'Temp_Compression_2ndfiring_mean','RHR_3rdfiring_mean',… 
     'PCYL1_3rdfiring_mean','IMEP1_3rdfiring_mean','IntRHR_3rdfiring_mean',… 
     'NLFT_3rdfiring_mean','PLIN1_3rdfiring_mean',… 
     'Temp_Compression_3rdfiring_mean','RHR_allfiring_mean',… 
     'PCYL1_allfiring_mean','IMEP1_allfiring_mean','IntRHR_allfiring_mean',… 
     'NLFT_allfiring_mean','PLIN1_allfiring_mean',… 
     'Temp_Compression_allfiring_mean','RHR_Motoring_mean',… 
     'PCYL1_Motoring_mean','IMEP1_Motoring_mean','IntRHR_Motoring_mean',… 
     'NLFT_Motoring_mean','PLIN1_Motoring_mean',… 
     'Temp_Compression_Motoring_mean','crankangle_NLFT','crankangle_PLIN',… 
     'matrix','CRIO1_1stfiring_mean','CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean',… 
     'CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean'); 
 
disp(['%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%']); 
 
disp(['Generating tecplot file for ',TestName]); 
ForIJ(:,1) = crankangle; 
ForIJ(:,2) = PCYL1_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,3) = PCYL1_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,4) = PCYL1_3rdfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,5) = PCYL1_Motoring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,6) = PCYL1_allfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,7) = PLIN1_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,8) = PLIN1_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,9) = PLIN1_3rdfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,10) = PLIN1_Motoring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,11) = PLIN1_allfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,12) = NLFT_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,13) = NLFT_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,14) = NLFT_3rdfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,15) = NLFT_Motoring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,16) = NLFT_allfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,17) = RHR_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,18) = RHR_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,19) = RHR_3rdfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,20) = RHR_Motoring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,21) = RHR_allfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,22) = IntRHR_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,23) = IntRHR_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,24) = IntRHR_3rdfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,25) = IntRHR_Motoring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,26) = IntRHR_allfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,27) = Temp_Compression_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,28) = Temp_Compression_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,29) = Temp_Compression_3rdfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,30) = Temp_Compression_Motoring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,31) = Temp_Compression_allfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,32) = CRIO1_1stfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,33) = CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean; 
ForIJ(:,34) = CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean; 
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Title=['VARIABLES="crankangle","PCYL1_1stfiring_mean",… 
"PCYL1_2ndfiring_mean","PCYL1_3rdfiring_mean","PCYL1_Motoring_mean",… 
"PCYL1_allfiring_mean","PLIN1_1stfiring_mean","PLIN1_2ndfiring_mean",… 
"PLIN1_3rdfiring_mean","PLIN1_Motoring_mean","PLIN1_allfiring_mean",… 
"NLFT_1stfiring_mean","NLFT_2ndfiring_mean","NLFT_3rdfiring_mean",… 
"NLFT_Motoring_mean","NLFT_allfiring_mean","RHR_1stfiring_mean",… 
"RHR_2ndfiring_mean","RHR_3rdfiring_mean","RHR_Motoring_mean",… 
"RHR_allfiring_mean","IntRHR_1stfiring_mean","IntRHR_2ndfiring_mean",… 
"IntRHR_3rdfiring_mean","IntRHR_Motoring_mean",… 
"IntRHR_allfiring_mean","Temp_Compression_1stfiring_mean",… 
"Temp_Compression_2ndfiring_mean","Temp_Compression_3rdfiring_mean",… 
"Temp_Compression_Motoring_mean","Temp_Compression_allfiring_mean",… 
"CRIO1_1stfiring_mean","CRIO1_2ndfiring_mean","CRIO1_3rdfiring_mean"']; 
 
%ZONE I=2, J=3, DATAPACKING=BLOCK] 
 
Title2=['ZONE T="',TestName,'" ZONETYPE=Ordered I=7200, J=1, 
DATAPACKING=BLOCK']; 
 
clear x 
x = [TestName,'.plt']; 
fid = fopen(x, 'wt'); 
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', Title); 
fprintf(fid, '%s\n', Title2); 
fprintf(fid, '%s', 'DT=('); 
for j =1:34 
    fprintf(fid, '%s', 'DOUBLE '); 
end 
fprintf(fid, '%s', ')'); 
 
for j = 1:34 
    fprintf(fid, '%s\n', ''); 
    for i = 1:7200 
        if (mod(i-1,5) == 0) && (i>1) 
            fprintf(fid, '%s\n', ''); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid, '%20.8f', ForIJ(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
 
fclose(fid); 
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APPENDIX C MATLAB ROUTINE FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF FULL COLOR 
IMAGE FROM MONOCHROMATIC IMAGE 
clear x 
[pathstr, x, ext, versn] = fileparts(RawCineFile(n,1).name); 
clear pathstr ext versn 
disp(['Loading ',RawCineFile(n,1).name]); 
x=[PathName(1:(end-6)),x,'.cine']; 
  
[PictureHeight,PictureWidth,T,ImageCount]=CINEreadheader ([x]); 
numframes=k; 
[I]=CINEread(x,numframes); 
 
Gray_Matrix_noBGcorr=uint16(I); 
 
Gain = [1,1,1]; 
 
x = RawCineFile(n,1).name(1:(end-5)); 
disp(['Generate the Bayer filter for ',x]); 
clear a b Bayer_Filter 
 
a = [2,1 
     3,2]; 
  
%|G|B| 
%|R|G|        %Compare four pic with four different Bayer Filter  
 
b = a; 
for i = 1:(PictureWidth/2-1) 
    b = [b,a]; 
end 
 
Bayer_Filter = b; 
for i = 1:(PictureHeight/2-1) 
    Bayer_Filter = [Bayer_Filter;b]; 
end 
clear a b 
 
disp(['Assign pixel value for RGB color for ',x,' without gain']); 
clear Blue_Matrix_noGain Green_Matrix_noGain Red_Matrix_noGain... 
      Blue_Matrix_Bg_noGain Green_Matrix_Bg_noGain Red_Matrix_Bg_noGain 
for i = 1:PictureHeight 
    for j = 1:PictureWidth 
        if(Bayer_Filter(i,j)==1)            %Blue is 1 
            Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = Gray_Matrix_noBGcorr(i,j); 
            Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = 0; 
            Red_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = 0; 
        elseif(Bayer_Filter(i,j)==2)        %Green is 2 
            Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = 0; 
            Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = Gray_Matrix_noBGcorr(i,j); 
            Red_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = 0; 
        elseif(Bayer_Filter(i,j)==3)        %Red is 3 
            Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = 0; 
            Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = 0; 
            Red_Matrix_noGain(i,j) = Gray_Matrix_noBGcorr(i,j); 
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        end 
    end 
end 
 
disp(['Perform color interpolation without gain']); 
 
Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw = Red_Matrix_noGain; 
Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw = Green_Matrix_noGain; 
Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw = Blue_Matrix_noGain; 
 
for i = 3:(PictureHeight-2) 
    for j = 3:(PictureWidth-2) 
        if(Bayer_Filter(i,j)==1) 
  %Blue is 1 
            Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,(j-2))+… 
    Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,(j+2))+… 
Blue_Matrix_noGain((i-2),j)+… 
Blue_Matrix_noGain((i+2),j))/4; 
            Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Green_Matrix_noGain((i-1),j)+… 
    Green_Matrix_noGain((i+1),j)+… 
     Green_Matrix_noGain(i,(j-1))+… 
   Green_Matrix_noGain(i,(j+1)))/4; 
            Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Red_Matrix_noGain((i-1),(j-1))+… 
  Red_Matrix_noGain((i+1),(j+1))+… 
  Red_Matrix_noGain((i-1),(j+1))+… 
 Red_Matrix_noGain((i+1),(j-1)))/4; 
 
elseif((Bayer_Filter(i,j)==2)&&(Bayer_Filter(i-1,j)==3)) 
%Green is 2,at red row 
Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Red_Matrix_noGain((i-1),j)+… 
   Red_Matrix_noGain((i+1),j))/2; 
Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Green_Matrix_noGain(i-1,j-1)+… 
     Green_Matrix_noGain(i+1,j+1)+… 
     Green_Matrix_noGain(i+1,j-1)+… 
  Green_Matrix_noGain(i-1,j+1))/5+… 
  (Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j-2)+… 
    Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j+2))/5-… 
   (Green_Matrix_noGain(i-2,j)+… 
    Green_Matrix_noGain(i+2,j))/10; 
Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,j-1)+… 
    Blue_Matrix_noGain(i,j+1))/2; 
 
elseif((Bayer_Filter(i,j)==2)&&(Bayer_Filter(i-1,j)==1)) 
%Green is 2,at blue row 
Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Blue_Matrix_noGain((i-1),j)+… 
    Blue_Matrix_noGain((i+1),j))/2; 
Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Red_Matrix_noGain(i,(j-1))+… 
   Red_Matrix_noGain(i,(j+1)))/2; 
Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) =(Green_Matrix_noGain(i-1,j-1)+… 
    Green_Matrix_noGain(i+1,j+1)+… 
Green_Matrix_noGain(i+1,j-1)+… 
  Green_Matrix_noGain(i-1,j+1))/5+… 
   (Green_Matrix_noGain(i-2,j)+… 
Green_Matrix_noGain(i+2,j))/5-… 
   (Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j-2)+… 
    Green_Matrix_noGain(i,j+2))/10; 
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elseif(Bayer_Filter(i,j)==3) 
%Red is 3 
Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Red_Matrix_noGain(i,(j-2))+… 
   Red_Matrix_noGain(i,(j+2))+… 
   Red_Matrix_noGain((i-2),j)+… 
   Red_Matrix_noGain((i+2),j))/4; 
Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j) = (Green_Matrix_noGain((i-1),j)+… 
     Green_Matrix_noGain((i+1),j)+… 
     Green_Matrix_noGain(i,(j-1))+… 
   Green_Matrix_noGain(i,(j+1)))/4; 
Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)=(Blue_Matrix_noGain((i-1),(j-1))+… 
  Blue_Matrix_noGain((i+1),(j+1))+… 
  Blue_Matrix_noGain((i-1),(j+1))+… 
Blue_Matrix_noGain((i+1),(j-1)))/4; 
end 
    end 
end 
 
for i = 1:PictureHeight 
    for j = 1:PictureWidth 
        if(Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)>(2^14-1)) 
            Red_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)=(2^14-1); 
        end 
        if(Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)>(2^14-1)) 
            Green_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)=(2^14-1); 
        end 
        if(Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)>(2^14-1)) 
            Blue_Matrix_BL_noGain_Raw(i,j)=(2^14-1); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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APPENDIX D MATLAB ROUTINE FOR CALCULATING UNIVERSAL SURFACES 
clear all,clc,close all, 
 
x = ['F:\...\Raw_Table_Phantomv73_02KRes_KeR3_68.mat']; 
 
if(exist(x)==2) 
    disp(['Loading ',x]); 
    load(x); 
else 
 
    load('F:\...\LookupTable_Phantomv73.mat'); 
    lambda = [0.4:0.0001:0.7];  %[um] 
    Lambda=lambda*1000;             %Lambda = [nm] 
    c1 = 2*pi*6.626*10^(-34)*(2.998*10^8)^2*10^24;%  [W*um^4/m^2] 
    c2 = (6.626*10^(-34)*2.998*10^8/(1.3805*10^(-23)))*10^6;%[um*K] 
    % For Red 
    Qe_red_interp = interp1(MeasuredWavelength_ordered,Qe_red,lambda*1000); 
    Qe_red_interp = Qe_red_interp/max(Qe_red_interp); 
    % Green 
  Qe_green_interp = interp1(MeasuredWavelength_ordered,Qe_green,lambda*1000); 
  Qe_green_interp = Qe_green_interp/max(Qe_green_interp); 
    % Blue 
  Qe_blue_interp = interp1(MeasuredWavelength_ordered,Qe_blue,lambda*1000); 
  Qe_blue_interp = Qe_blue_interp/max(Qe_blue_interp); 
 
    KeR_Final=3.681529457; 
    KeG_Final=2.810613811; 
    clear alpha 
    alpha = 1.22-0.245*log(lambda); %lambda = [um] 
 
    for i=1:length(Lambda) 
        if(round(Lambda(i)*10)>=400*10) 
            StartofTrapz = i; 
            break; 
        end 
    end 
 
    for i=1:length(Lambda) 
        if(round(Lambda(i)*10)>=700*10) 
            EndofTrapz = i; 
            break; 
        end 
    end 
 
    disp(['Interpolate the surface to get Soot Temperature and fvL']); 
 
    fvL_axis=[100000:-100:100,90:-1:1,0.1:-0.01:0.01]; 
    AT_R_axis=[1000:0.2:1973]; 
    AT_G_axis=[1000:0.2:1973]; 
 
    Tsoot_low=900; 
    Tsoot_high=4000; 
 
    counter=zeros(length(fvL_axis),1); 
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    counter_max=200; 
 
    disp(['Calculate fvL vs. Soot Temp for each red apparent temp']); 
    for j=1:length(AT_R_axis) 
clearvars -except i j fvL_axis AT_R_axis Tsoot_low Tsoot_high… 
     Tsoot_R_axis Tsoot_G_axis counter StartofTrapz… 
     EndofTrapz lambda Lambda KeR_Final KeG_Final… 
     Qe_red_interp Qe_green_interp Qe_blue_interp c1 c2… 
     counter_max AT_G_axis alpha 
 
     t0 = AT_R_axis(j); 
     f0 = c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*t0))-1)); 
     Phantom_BL_Power = trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
f0(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
Qe_red_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
 
     for i = 1:length(fvL_axis) 
         t1 = Tsoot_low; 
         f1 = (1-exp(-KeR_Final*10^(-6)*fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
  c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*t1))-1)); 
         t2 = Tsoot_high; 
         f2 = (1-exp(-KeR_Final*10^(-6)*fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
  c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*t2))-1)); 
 
         if(Phantom_BL_Power>0) 
         %  For red 
             clear y1 y2 teval feval 
             SootEmissivePowerRed1 = trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
    f1(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
 Qe_red_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
             y1 = log(SootEmissivePowerRed1/Phantom_BL_Power); 
 
             SootEmissivePowerRed2 = trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
    f2(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
Qe_red_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
             y2 = log(SootEmissivePowerRed2/Phantom_BL_Power); 
 
             if((y1<=log(1))&&(y2>=log(1))) 
                 teval=((log(1)-y1)*t2+(y2-log(1))*t1)/(y2-y1); 
                 feval = (1-exp(-KeR_Final*10^(-6)*… 
  fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
  c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*teval))-1)); 
             SootEmissivePowerRedeval=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
  feval(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
 Qe_red_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
                 yeval = log(SootEmissivePowerRedeval/Phantom_BL_Power); 
     while(abs(yeval-log(1))>10^(-9))&&(counter(i,1)<counter_max) 
         if(yeval>log(1)) 
                         t2 = teval; 
                         y2 = yeval; 
                         teval=((log(1)-y1)*t2+(y2-log(1))*t1)/(y2-y1); 
                         feval = (1-exp(-KeR_Final*10^(-6)*… 
   fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
 c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*teval))-1)); 
             SootEmissivePowerRedeval=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
  feval(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
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 Qe_red_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
                        yeval=log(SootEmissivePowerRedeval/Phantom_BL_Power); 
                     elseif(yeval<log(1)) 
                         t1 = teval; 
                         y1 = yeval; 
                         teval=((log(1)-y1)*t2+(y2-log(1))*t1)/(y2-y1); 
                         feval = (1-exp(-KeR_Final*10^(-6)*… 
   fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
 c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*teval))-1)); 
             SootEmissivePowerRedeval=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
  feval(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
 Qe_red_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
                        yeval=log(SootEmissivePowerRedeval/Phantom_BL_Power); 
                     elseif(yeval==log(1)) 
                         Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) = teval; 
                     end 
                     counter(i,1) = counter(i,1)+1; 
                 end 
                 Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) = teval; 
             elseif(y1>log(1)) 
              disp(['Tsoot_low=',num2str(Tsoot_low),'K is not low enough!']); 
                 Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) = NaN; 
             elseif(y2<log(1)) 
           disp(['Tsoot_high=',num2str(Tsoot_high),'K is not high enough!']); 
                 Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) = NaN; 
             end 
         else 
             Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) =0; 
         end 
 
         clear t1 f1 y1 t2 f2 y2 teval feval yeval SootEmissivePowerRed1… 
   SootEmissivePowerRed2 SootEmissivePowerRedeval… 
   SootEmissivePowerGreen1 SootEmissivePowerGreen2… 
   SootEmissivePowerGreeneval SootEmissivePowerBlue1… 
   SootEmissivePowerBlue2 SootEmissivePowerBlueeval 
     end 
     counter=zeros(length(fvL_axis),1); 
    end 
    hold off; 
    counter=zeros(length(fvL_axis),1); 
 
    disp(['Calculate fvL vs. Soot Temp for each green apparent temp']); 
    for j=1:length(AT_G_axis) 
clearvars -except i j fvL_axis AT_R_axis Tsoot_low Tsoot_high… 
     Tsoot_R_axis Tsoot_G_axis counter StartofTrapz… 
     EndofTrapz lambda Lambda KeG_Final Qe_red_interp… 
     Qe_green_interp Qe_blue_interp c1 c2 counter_max… 
     AT_G_axis alpha 
 
     t0 = AT_G_axis(j); 
     f0 = c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*t0))-1)); 
     Phantom_BL_Power = trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
      f0(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*Qe_green_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
     for i = 1:length(fvL_axis) 
 
         t1 = Tsoot_low; 
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         f1 = (1-exp(-KeG_Final*10^(-6)*… 
   fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
   c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*t1))-1)); 
         t2 = Tsoot_high; 
         f2 = (1-exp(-KeG_Final*10^(-6)*… 
   fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
   c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*t2))-1)); 
 
         if(Phantom_BL_Power>0) 
             %  For green 
             clear y1 y2 teval feval 
             SootEmissivePowerGreen1=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
 f1(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
     Qe_green_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
             y1 = log(SootEmissivePowerGreen1/Phantom_BL_Power); 
 
             SootEmissivePowerGreen2=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
 f2(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
     Qe_green_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
             y2 = log(SootEmissivePowerGreen2/Phantom_BL_Power); 
 
             if((y1<=log(1))&&(y2>=log(1))) 
 
                 teval=((log(1)-y1)*t2+(y2-log(1))*t1)/(y2-y1); 
                 feval = (1-exp(-KeG_Final*10^(-6)*… 
  fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
  c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*teval))-1)); 
           SootEmissivePowerGreeneval=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
   feval(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*Qe_green_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
                 yeval = log(SootEmissivePowerGreeneval/Phantom_BL_Power); 
                 while(abs(yeval-log(1))>10^(-9))&&… 
    (counter(i,1)<counter_max)%For green 
                     if(yeval>log(1)) 
                         t2 = teval; 
                         y2 = yeval; 
                         teval=((log(1)-y1)*t2+(y2-log(1))*t1)/(y2-y1); 
                         feval = (1-exp(-KeG_Final*10^(-6)*… 
    fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
 c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*teval))-1)); 
           SootEmissivePowerGreeneval=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
   feval(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*Qe_green_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
                      yeval=log(SootEmissivePowerGreeneval/Phantom_BL_Power); 
                     elseif(yeval<log(1)) 
                         t1 = teval; 
                         y1 = yeval; 
                         teval=((log(1)-y1)*t2+(y2-log(1))*t1)/(y2-y1); 
                         feval = (1-exp(-KeG_Final*10^(-6)*… 
    fvL_axis(i)./(lambda.^alpha))).*… 
 c1./(lambda.^5.*(exp(c2./(lambda.*teval))-1)); 
     SootEmissivePowerGreeneval=trapz(lambda(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz),… 
  feval(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz).*… 
     Qe_green_interp(StartofTrapz:EndofTrapz)); 
                      yeval=log(SootEmissivePowerGreeneval/Phantom_BL_Power); 
                     elseif(yeval==log(1)) 
                         Tsoot_G_axis(i,j) = teval; 
                     end 
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                 end 
                 Tsoot_G_axis(i,j) = teval; 
             elseif(y1>log(1)) 
             disp(['Tsoot_low=',num2str(Tsoot_low),'K is not low enough!']); 
                 Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) = NaN; 
             elseif(y2<log(1)) 
           disp(['Tsoot_high=',num2str(Tsoot_high),'K is not high enough!']); 
                 Tsoot_R_axis(i,j) = NaN; 
             end 
         else 
             Tsoot_G_axis(i,j) = 0; 
         end 
 
     clear t1 f1 y1 t2 f2 y2 teval feval yeval SootEmissivePowerRed1… 
     SootEmissivePowerRed2 SootEmissivePowerRedeval… 
     SootEmissivePowerGreen1 SootEmissivePowerGreen2… 
     SootEmissivePowerGreeneval SootEmissivePowerBlue1… 
     SootEmissivePowerBlue2 SootEmissivePowerBlueeval 
    end 
     counter=zeros(length(fvL_axis),1); 
    end 
 
    disp(['Save Raw_Table_Phantomv73_xxKRes.mat']); 
    AT_R_axis=AT_R_axis; 
    AT_G_axis=AT_G_axis'; 
 
    save('Raw_Table_Phantomv73_02KRes_KeR3_68.mat','fvL_axis','AT_R_axis',… 
         'AT_G_axis','Tsoot_R_axis','Tsoot_G_axis'); 
 
    clearvars -except AT_R_axis AT_G_axis fvL_axis Tsoot_R_axis Tsoot_G_axis 
 
end 
 
disp(['OK!']); 
 
Tsoot_Table=NaN(length(AT_R_axis),length(AT_G_axis)); 
fvL_Table=NaN(length(AT_R_axis),length(AT_G_axis)); 
  
b=1; 
for i=1:length(AT_R_axis) 
    for j=1:length(AT_G_axis) 
         
        delta = Tsoot_R_axis(:,i)-Tsoot_G_axis(:,j); 
        if((AT_R_axis(i)==AT_G_axis(j))&&… 
    (delta(1)>-0.0075)&&(delta(1)<0.0035)) 
            Tsoot_Table(j,i)= AT_R_axis(i); 
            fvL_Table(j,i)=fvL_axis(1); 
        elseif(AT_R_axis(i)~=AT_G_axis(j)) 
            for k=2:length(fvL_axis) 
                if((delta(k,1)*delta(k-1,1))<0) 
                    Tsoot_Table(j,i)=(Tsoot_R_axis(k-1,i)-Tsoot_R_axis(k,i)*… 
delta(k-1,1)/delta(k,1))/(1-delta(k-1,1)/delta(k,1)); 
                    fvL_Table(j,i)=(fvL_axis(k-1)-fvL_axis(k)*… 
delta(k-1,1)/delta(k,1))/(1-delta(k-1,1)/delta(k,1)); 
                end 
            end 
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        end 
    end 
end 
 
clearvars -except AT_R_axis AT_G_axis fvL_axis Tsoot_R_axis Tsoot_G_axis… 
Tsoot_Table fvL_Table a 
save('RG_TsootfvL_Table_Phantomv73_02KRes_KeR3_68.mat','AT_R_axis',… 
     'AT_G_axis','fvL_axis','Tsoot_R_axis','Tsoot_G_axis','Tsoot_Table',… 
     'fvL_Table'); 
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ABSTRACT 
DEVELOPMENT OF A TWO-COLOR OPTICAL DIAGNOSTIC FOR THE 
DETERMINATION OF ENGINE IN-CYLINDER SOOT TEMPERATURE AND VOLUME 
FRACTION EVOLUTION WITH A FLAME-CALIBRATED EMISSIVITY MODEL 
by 
KAN ZHA 
August 2013 
Advisor: Dr. Marcis Jansons 
Major:  Mechanical Engineering 
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy 
A fundamental understanding of advanced compression ignition combustion is 
requisite to meet the simultaneous challenges of stringent fuel efficiency and emission 
standards.  Single zone simulation shows that nitrogen oxide (NOx) production occurs 
in a high temperature region near the leaner side of stoichiometry and soot production 
in a high equivalence ratio region within a specific temperature window.  Combustion 
temperature, therefore, is a crucial variable that determines soot and NOx emissions 
under various combustion modes, and it is thus very important to have the capability to 
quantify this parameter in-cylinder.  Optical diagnostic techniques such as -- Rayleigh 
scattering, filtered Raman scattering (Doppler), Raman scattering, coherent anti-stokes 
Raman spectroscopy (CARS), vibrational thermally-assisted fluorescence, two-line 
atomic fluorescence, two-line molecular fluorescence, chemiluminescence emission, 
absorption thermometry and soot two-color thermometry -- commonly provide the sole 
means of non-intrusively investigating flame temperature.  However, significant 
challenges of diesel combustion, such as temporal and spatial flame heterogeneity, 
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interference from particle-scattering, background combustion illumination, and the 
limitations imposed by laser repetition rates hinder the utilization of most of these 
diagnostics.  The final technique, soot two-color thermometry, is less affected by the 
above factors, and therefore, has been widely utilized in diesel engine studies.  This 
work presents an approach to implement the classic soot classic two-color thermometry 
technique on a high-speed digital color camera to realize crank-angle-resolved, spatial 
distribution of in-cylinder combustion temperature.  A comparison is made between 
high-speed two-color thermometry measurements and reacting flow simulations in an 
engine application fueled with ULSD.  The results show the simulations over-estimate 
soot temperature by 10%-20% in most crank angle intervals.  To improve the two-color 
thermometry technique, a soot emissivity model is developed by incorporating soot 
optical properties and CARS and laser-induced incandescence (LII) data obtained from 
a rich (Φ=2.1), 2 4 /C H Air  premixed flat calibration flame.  With the flame-calibrated soot 
emissivity model, the in-cylinder soot temperature error between simulation and 
experiment decreases to ±5% implying an improvement of the soot two-color 
thermometry technique.  The limitations of line-of-sight two-color thermometry are 
investigated by comparing the in-cylinder soot optical thickness KL with simultaneous 
soot laser-induced incandescence (LII) measurements in an optical engine.  The results 
exhibit significant spatial differences, implying temperature gradient along the line of 
sight.  
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